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A DEPART

ORE FOR CALLERS
ELECTRO-VOICE
MICROPHONES

NEWCOMB
P.A. SETS
More callers and round dance leaders use NEWCOMB equipment than
all other makes combined. NEWCOMBS are favorites because of
rugged construction, high quality
sound, dependability, portability and
simplicity of operation. Over 50
models to choose from. Send for

FREE BROCHURES.

COLUMN
SPEAKERS
Newcomb columns are
engineered for the
caller who wants top
performance combined
with profes sional appearance. Two
sizes available.
SCS412, $139.50
C548, $69.50

EXTENSION
SPEAKERS
These popular split-back models offered with five speaker combinations. Prices start at $64.50. FREE
BROCHURES available.

CLOSED BACK
SPEAKERS
For maximum efficiency (producing more output per
watt of power). Available in both
folded horn and ducted port models.
Write for complete details.

EXTENSION CORD
FOR SPEAKERS
Twenty-five feet long and complete
with correct fittings to match Newcomb speakers. $3.30

#630 DYNAMIC
One of the most rugged
microphones ever built.
Excellent performance
and reliability. Many callers carry this one as a
stand-by. $32.50

#636 DYNAMIC
NEWCOMB TR 1640M HF2
One of the most popular models in
the Newcomb line. Hi-Fi speakers
and 40 watts of power offer excellent coverage with perfect clarity.

Today's most popular microphone. Modern slim design
and outstanding performance. The "mike" used by
professionals. $44.50

#564
A HI-Fl MICROPHONE

$244.00 Cash Price
(Easy paymeits if desired)

with wide range reproduction under a variety of conditions. $52.50

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
NEWCOMB N-30

MONITORS
A perfect matching
unit for any Newcomb
P.A. set. Separate volume controls. May be used for music
only and with voice.

A good microphone
at a low, low price.

Model M9 (9" speaker)

$69.50

SPARE MICROPHONE CORDS

Model M12 (12" speaker)

$79.50

Be safe...carry a spare. State
whether for model #630, #636 or
#664... $6.00

PROTECTIVE COVERS
Fleece lined canvas covers to protect
your Newcomb
equipment. Textured brown color.
State model number . . amplifier or
speakers. $5.95 ea.

$13.95
Desk stand as shown

$1.85

VU-METER
Tells you at a glance
how your voice is
coming thru. Especially valuable in large
halls. $29.95

RECORD CASES
All steel construction.
Bronze finish.

MODEL 714
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FAST SERVICE
One of the largest stocks of NEWCOMB P.A. equipment in the country plus close proximity to the Newcomb factory insures quick delivery.

$5.95

Double size
case. Holds
120 - 45 RPM
records.
Add 75c shipping charge.

MODEL 745-60
Holds 60 - 45 RPM
records ... $3.50
Add 50c shipping
charge.

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURES
Californians: Add 4% sales tax

P O. BOX 48547, LOS ANGELES 48, CALIFORNIA
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"From The Floor" is the Square dancer's opportunity
to take "pot shots" at "Sets in Order" or the Square
Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the
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Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
...Ordinarily, there are no commercials allowed toward the sale of a product (in our
square dance hall). Since the hall we use belongs to the City of Houston and the city does
not charge rent to the square dancers, no sales
commercials or advertising is allowed. Your
magazine, however, being an item of education and related to square dancing which is
our hobby and is co-sponsored by the City of
Houston's Recreation Department, we were
permitted to announce this project (of selling
subscriptions). Every one of the subscribers is
well pleased with the magazine ...
Harry B. Finer
Houston, Texas
Dear Editor:
It would take pages of writing to tell you of
all the wonderful ideas we have gleaned from
S.I.O. And even more to relate how we have
used these ideas and their excellent results.
Suffice to say we read everything, ads and all
— or we might miss something to help squares
and rounds here in Huntsville and in our Tennessee Valley Square Dance Association.
Ben Heiman
Huntsville, Ala.
Dear Editor:
. . . Enjoy Sets in Order very much — the part
about round dancing as well as all the other
nice articles. I am only sorry I haven't taken it
seven years instead of two .. .
Phil DeFoe
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Dear Editor:
Please enter 18 subscriptions for the attached
list of students participating in our current
square dance class. We have a very fine and
enthusiastic class going and all are looking forward to receiving their first Sets in Order. A
subscription to S.I.O. is one of the requirements to enroll in our class and we encourage
regular members to keep up their subscription

You are invited...
Join in the fun at Asilomar
JULY 26 - JULY 31

Summer Asilomar 1964.
For a square dancing experience you'll
remember always, plan to spend an enjoyable week at Sets in Order's square
dance vacation wonderland —Asilomar.
On the staff, Ed Gilmore, Bob Van
Antwerp, Arnie Kronenberger, Bob Osgood, with the Richards and Chaffees
on round dances.
Send for your brochure now and plan
to attend Asilomar this summer.
Starting the afternoon of Sunday, July
26, and going thru Friday noon, July, 31.

Note: For callers and teachers Ed Gilmore will conduct a special class for a
limited number who would like to become better in their chosen field. Send
for a special application form and information on Callers' Asilomar — 1964.

Write to:

462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, California

(Please turn to page 42)
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Windsor's
Gold Label
MEMORIAL RECORD

•

n all time favotite dancing paid

...

A memorial to Doc that you have helped us create, "WALTZ OF THE
BELLS" and "ALL AMERICAN PROMENADE." A perpetual favorite of
square dancers for 15 years. "Waltz of the Bells" is a new recording by the
fascinating music of Pete Lofthouse Band. "All American Promenade" by a
peppy Windsor Band.
New dancers will love them and old timers will recall many happy memories. Everyone will be dancing them.
Windsor Records will continue to operate under the leadership of Winnie
Alumbaugh.
Windsor No. 4605.
*

*

NEW ROUND DANCE

"CAPE COD WALTZ"
A delightfully lilting waltz as fresh as the breeze from the New England Shores.
You will love it. Composed by the authors of many successful dances, LARRY
and THELMA JESSEN.

"Coupled With"
a lively simple two-step. Both numbers played by the
HITSITTY HOTSITTY
outstanding music of the PETE LOFTHOUSE BAND.
Windsor No. 4695
5530 N. Rosemead Blvd., Temple City, Calif.

lilidsor Records

""ftimprol"...P

Square Dance
Date Book
Mar. 6-4th Ann. Promenaders Festival
H.S. Gym, Plattsmouth, Nebr.
Mar. 6-7-17th Annual SWASDA Festival
El Paso, Texas
Mar. 8—Visiting Caller Dance
Ranchland, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Mar. 8—Circle 0 Squares Free Ilighwire Dance'
Palm Springs, Calif.
Mar. 1244-5th Ann. Spring S/D Festival
Sheraton-Park Hotel, Wash., D.C.
Mar. 14—S.W. Dist. Okla. Spring Festival
S.W. College Campus, Weatherford, Okla.
Mar. 20-21—Kansas State Round Dance Festival
Civic Audit., Emporia, Kansas
Mar. 20-21-7th Ann. Savannah Square-Up
Sports Arena, Savannah, Ga.
Mar. 20-22-14th Annual Yuma S/D Festival
County Fairgrounds, Yuma, Ariz.
Mar. 26—Annual Square Dance Style Show
Miller & Paine, Lincoln, Nebr.
April 3-4—New Mexico State S/D Festival
Roswell, N.M.
April 3-4-11th Annual Alabama Jubilee
Munic. Audit., Birmingham, Ala.
April 3-4--New England S/D Convention
New Ocean House, Swampscott, Mass.
April 3-5—EAASDC Spring jamboree
London, England
April 4—Guys & Dolls Ann. Spring Festival
Community Bldg., Tecumseh, Nebr.
April 4-10th Virginia S/D Festival
Univ. of Va., Charlottesville, Va.
April 4—IDA Heart Fund Dance
Med. Center, Indianapolis, Ind.
April 4— 3rd Ann. Fox Valley Mixers Night Owl
Dance, Kane Co. Fairgrounds, St. Charles, Ill.
April 4-4th Ann. Western Jubilee S/D Festival
Lewis Central School Gym, Council Bluffs, Ia.
April 9—Crippled Childrens' Benefit Dance
Ogallala, Nebr.
April 5—Guest Caller Dance
Ranchland, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
April 12—Mid-State Square Dance Festival
Columbus, Nebr.
April 17-19-6th Ann. Buckeye S/D Convention
Music Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio
April 18—Rochester Fed. Dance-O-Rama
Eastman Kodak Recr. Center, Rochester, N.Y.
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Callers
FREE-Your Own
Private Square

Just about the handiest thing you'd ever
hope for is this set of plastic square dancers
(shown at approximate half size). Colored blue
for the men and red for the ladies, each one
is marked with the position in the square and
direction finder for simple analysis of all
square dances — old or new.
This wonderfully handy square — available
whenever you need it — is not for sale. We'd
like to give it to you free. It's yours simply by
sending in a new or renewal subscription to
Sets in Order ($3.70 for one full year). Here's
an opportunity to renew your own subscription
or to send in a new subscription for someone
else, being sure to indicate that you would like
the dancer-checkers sent to you — your order
must be postmarked no earlier than April 1964
(sorry, but no premium plan or reduced rates
on this special offer).
if you enjoy Sets in Order, you can bet that
your square dancing friends will enjoy it too
and we're please/4 tohelve this way ofsaying
thank you for helping us make new friends.
Write to:

-01115.i2614°1:511
462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, California
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I SINGINGCALLS
TIME CHANGES EVERYTHING — Blue Star 1706
Range: High HB
Tempo: 133
Key: E flat
Low ID
Caller: Jim Brower
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Guitar, Accordion,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — allemande — do sa do
— allemande — forward two for a than star —
shoot star, full around — corner box the gnat
— grand right and left — promenade, (Figure)
Ladies chain 3/4 — heads up and back — lead
right circle to a line — up and back — right
and left thru — Dixie chain — cante r s in and
cast off 3/4 up and back — fold the girl — star
thru — promenade.
Comment: Acceptable music and conventional
dance patterns. Tune will have to be "lifted"
by good calling. Rating:
INTO EACH LIFE SOME RAIN MUST FALL —
Mustang 103
Range High HB
Tempo: 122
Key: B flat
Low LE
Caller: Gene McMullen
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Guitar, Accordion,
Clarinet, Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — corner do sa do — see
saw partner — gents star right — partner left
— corner box the gnat — pull by — partner
swing — promenade. (Figure) Heads up and
back — half sashay — star thru — right and left
thru — dive thru — pass thru — split two —

(Reviews continued on page 57)
HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORTS
Each report gives an analysis of the record
HO
and the dance. The shaded area in the
HC ..:..:.
chart indicates the voice range used by
Lc 4,?...1.4._ most recording companies. By comparing
the voice range letters in each analysis
LF
:1:',
:::
...-.*-'
--1-41:
r
with those on the chart, you should be
ID
,;3,
able to determine the record's suitability
-1.c—..
''
.LB
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
stA —
be starred (44) in which oase you will find
E LG
E LF
the calls reproduced in the Workshop section of the same issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the "Comment" section.
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee.
Symbols used indicate as follows *Average, **Above
Average, ***Exceptional, ****Outstanding.
No rating will be shown for Sets in Order records as the
reviewer is a member of the S.1.0. staff. In place of the
rating symbol will be the initials S.1.0.
HF
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EXACTLY THE RIGHT SPEAKER FOR YOU

S-212 Series are open back designs
in split cases. Speakers snap together back-to-back for carrying.
Most popular of all square dance
system reproducers because they
combine light weight, high output„
good response, low cost.

N-12 Series are closed back,
rear- loaded, dual - labyrinth
reproducers. Highly directive,
efficient, intelligible, wide
range.

Model KN-200 is a fullyenclosed, ducted-port, twoway system. It is extraordinarily efficient, delivers
widest frequency response
possible from a portable
speaker.

COLUMN SPEAKERS. The

most efficient, practical and
effective made. Model CS 48
—60 watts peak power handling capacity. Super Column
SCS-412-120 watts peak!

ENAICONIE3
OFFERS 57 SYSTEMS TO CHOOSE FROM
Got a few ideas of your own about the kind
of sound system that's just right for your
needs? Something bigger? smaller? louder?
sweeter? more understandable than anything
you've come across so far? Good. You've come
to the right place. Newcomb stands willing
and able to furnish the makin's for your
dream system — the sound instrument that's
just. right for the individual you the rlencrirlable Newcomb system that will make you
sound and look your professional best always.
There are now no less than fifteen basic Newcomb speaker models for you to choose from.
,

Any of them will work just great with your
present Newcomb player. And, remember,
the best way to improve the sound of your
Newcomb system is with more advanced
Newcomb speakers. Or, if you're getting a
new system, you can pick out the speaker/
player combination that will give you exactly
the kind of performance you're looking for.
There are 57 combinations of players and
loudspeakers listed in the new Newcomb
bulletin number TR 26. Write for your free
copy ; we want you to have it right away.
Newcomb...exactly the right speaker for you.

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO.,DEPT. SO-3, 6824 LEXINGTON AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF
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MAY BE ALL YOU NEED

THROUGH

We aren't going to try to kid you into believing
that any magazine will begin to replace the joy
brought on by a happy association with square
dancing and square dancers. HOWEVER, we do
say that a small investment of only $3.70 per year
will enlarge the enjoyment of your favorite hobby.
We say this in all sincerity for Sets in Order is indeed a compilation of success stories of square
dancing taken from a whole world of square
dancing fun.

This may be your ttionth -to renew your subscription. Don't wait. You won't want to miss a single
issue, a single idea or a single Grundeen backpage cartoon. Sets in Order is an investment in
your favorite pastime

Renew today!

bob n9n011
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in costume is one of the great assets of the
activity. Meeting a person on the street dressed
in everyday work and shopping clothes, one
finds it difficult to realize that these same
people are the ones we saw last night on the
square dance floor. The square dance costume
is the great equalizer and the square dance
activity as a whole spells out youth for everyone who is a part of it.

a couple of weeks
ago we were being interviewed by a
man and his wife who are engaged in
writing a magazine article on current day
square dancing.
"How old is the average square dancer?"
was one of the questions they asked. And,
though the question sounded simple, it was More on the language
virtually impossible to come up with an an- @INCE DISCUSSING terms peculiar to the language of square dancing in the December
swer. It was almost as tough as answering the
question, "How many people square dance '63 issue of Sets in Order, we've received questions on other words that needed defining.
today?"
Who actually thinks of age in terms of Where we could, we've looked up definitions
square dancing? We know "Pop" Singer over but for the most part we've tried to interpret
in Arizona who claims to be somewhere in his the general meaning that exists for each one.
Hit the wall. Not a common term. Used at
eighties or nineties and never misses a dance.
And we know Harriette Blohm and others in the end of a square dance when the caller
their sixties and seventies, plus, who just intends to go on but wants the squares to mix
wouldn't think of slowing down -When it comes up a bit. Dancers are expected to leave the
square they're in, go to the side of the hall,
to square dancing.
On the other hand, we watch the eleven touch the wall, then return to the floor to form
and twelve year olds in their pre-teen parties new squares.
Rotate. The custom of changing positions in
and know that square dancing belongs to the
a square following one dance. This is a pracyoungsters, too.
tice that got its start in the days of the single
Most difficult is to try and guess the age of
some caller or teacher or square dancer we've visiting dance when couple No. 1 would usuknown for a number of years. In actual age, ally lead off the action and each of the other
perhaps, we might be a bit surprised if they couples would follow in turn. When rotating,
were to tell us how many birthdays they've the square simply moves one place to the right
counted over the years. On the other hand, we or counter-clockwise. Also called Stir the
refuse to think of these people as being any- Bucket, Agitate, etc.
Sight Calling. Originally, a descriptive type
thing but young. Perhaps this is because youth
is a natural by-product of square dancing. of calling where the caller watched the floor
Many things we seem to connect with old age and improvised his ad lib calls to keep the
just aren't visible on the square dance floor. dancers in motion. This would be in opposition
Smiling faces, constant motion, movement in to the style of calling where the calls would be
rhythm with all the other dancers on the floor memorized or (heaven forbid) read from notes.
Styling. Intended to refer to smooth com— this is youth.
And then there are the square dance cos- fortable dancing. So often misinterpreted to
tumes. We're certain that the youthful charm mean regimented or stylized maneuvering, To
and fresh loveliness of our square dance ladies dance with good style a dancer should move
ERE IN OUR OFFICE
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to the music, cooperating with the other dancers
in the square in a flowing, effortless movement.
Keeno. Means the end of this square. Undoubtedly derived its name from the game
similar to Bingo when a participant would call
out "Keeno" to indicate that he had finished
the game.

Scribblings from our notebook
about the Baldwin Hills
Dam, located just a few miles from our
office, which burst and destroyed many homes
last December. Among those endangered by
the floodwaters were several square dancers
who received immediate assistance from scores
of more fortunate square dancers in the area.
Members of a Los Angeles club discovered
one young family of eight, including six children all under the age of seven, whose home
was completely destroyed. The club members
"adopted" the family at Christmastime, making
sure that each member of the family was
loaded down with gifts. In the same spirit of
giving, more than two hundred square dancers
with the help of Bob and Nita Page, made
Christmas brighter with gifts for little Indian
children in Taos, New Mexico. Just more proof
that square dancers are wonderful people!
Stop-and-go dancing. Have you ever realized
how many times you go "forward up and back
again" in the course of one evening of square
dancing? Any attempt to make square dancing
a smooth, flowing dance is thwarted by these
constant stop and go movements. We go forward and back for two main reasons; first, in

y

ou MAY HAVE BEAD

Flattop square dancing. On pages 22 and 23
we have an interesting account of a square
dance group dancing on the carrier U.S.S. Ticonderoga. Perhaps the forerunner of these aircraft carrier square dances was held in connection with the 1956 National Square Dance
Convention in San Diego when quite a few
visited the U.S.S. Kearsarge for an evening of
square dancing. Just as we were putting this
issue together for the printers our Beverly Hillbillies danced as guests of the officers and men
on the U.S.S. Bennington, another aircraft carrier. We had a ball and it was a wonderful experience.
Inasmuch as we had already covered the
story on the Ticonderoga, we thought we might
10

hopes of getting everyone at the proper spot
for doing the next movement and (2) just because we've always done it. Before the heads
square thru we go forward and back. Before
lines of four pass thru, they go forward and
back. Undoubtedly, this is a "thinking spot"
for callers and dancers alike, but maybe some
of this awkardness can be eliminated and a
more flowing movement be substituted for
stop-and-go.

Here's a good question sent in by Gene P.
Hoge, Franklin, Indiana. "Do the best people
square dance or does square dancing make the
best people?" Actually, we think the answer
lies in the fact that square dancing brings out
the best in everyone.
What is square dancing? Sometime when
you have nothing else to do take a pencil and
paper and write out a list of the attributes of
this activity. Put down such words as, friendly,
fun, typically American, cooperative, non-competitive, etc. You'll be able to think of a lot
more. Look for the ideal words, the words that
would define square dancing as you would like
to see it. Then see how these words fit your
club. How friendly is it? How much fun do you
have? How cooperatively do your dancers work
with each other? You may be in for a surprise.

To flip or not to flip. With almost clock-like
regularity we can depend on receiving a letter
or two each month on the subject of round
dance recordings. At the present time, we seem
to be getting quite a number on the subject of
flip side round dance records. It seems quite a
show you a couple of pictures of our experience and tell you just a bit of what happened.
About fifteen squares of dancers from Beverly Hillbillies showed up at the U.S.S. Ben-

Official Photo, U.S. Navy
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few would like to have round dance records
with the music on one side and cues on the
reverse. Actually, this is nothing new. Different
record companies have tried it at various times
in the past. They usually give up the idea after
a while because the field is split and a good
many seem to prefer receiving two round
dances on each record. Lloyd Shaw Recordings
came out with a solution a while back when
they began pi odueing records with a different
round on each side. Then, just following the
music portion, they would skip a few grooves,
and include spoken cues over the music. If the
response to these records is great enough, perhaps other record companies will follow suit.

Help in sight. The U.S. Postal Department
is looking into claims that many Sets in Order
subscribers receive their magazine sometimes_
as late as one month after mailing. As a rule,
each issue is in the mail by the twenty-fifth of
the month prior to the date of issue. Allowing a
most lenient two weeks for delivery, if you
haven't received your copy at least by the tenth
of the month, it's just too late. We'd like to
ask a favor. If this issue reaches you after the
fifteenth of March, would you please send us a
postcard with your name and address and tell
us the date your copy arrived? This seems like
a good opportunity to get help from the Post
Office Department in righting a problem we've
had for a number of years.

S. D. Publicity. In traveling through the
northern part of our State a while back, we
stayed overnight in a small town and were
nington that Saturday night. Those who arrived early had an opportunity to see a bit of
the ship and we started square dancing at
about 8:00 p.m. After doing a couple of tips

Official Photo, U.S. Navy
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BaysIde
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For additional information call Hillside 24122 • Nan Larson

quite delighted with a discovery we made.
There on the dressing table for everyone to see
was a square dance information card inviting
any square dancers driving through to "join in
on the fun:' A promotion such as this doesn't
cost a great deal of money, but it is one way of
making visiting dancers feel welcome.

Nostalgia Department. With all the talk in
round dance circles these days hinging on
what's new" in the field of recordings, the following news offers a welcome breath of fresh
air. As a memorial tribute to the late Doe
Alumbaugh, originator of Windsor Records, the
Windsor label will issue a brand new recording
of two of that label's earliest round dances.
Waltz of the Bells and All American Promenade both served as introduction to round
dancing to hundreds of thousands of square
dancers. Both are listed in the Library of Congress as classics and both should be alive for a
long time to come. This is an encouraging move
and perhaps Windsor will be setting the pace
for other recording companies in developing a
permanent list of "standards" in the field of
round dancing.
we asked the club men to sit down and then
asked all the square dance ladies to go over
to the sidelines and select a partner from
among the hundreds of sailors. Man! You
would have thought that the dam had burst.
Sailors jumped over the chairs and ran screaming in all directions away from the scene of the
dance. Fast running on the part of some of
our gals won out however and we had about
fifteen squares with sailors as partners. After
the first go-round the shy types came back out
of the woodwork and joined in the fun. We
danced for more than two hours, enlisted men,
officers, square dancers, all together in one big
whingding. When it was all over we (particularly the gals) were pretty tired but we all felt
that we'd had a ball!
11
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SQUARE DANCE INGENUITY
AND MUSCLE CREATE!

GIANT OUTDOOR
WOODEN F OOR IN
GON

By Faye Rathbun — Portian r[ }r

Huge, powered stapling machines make the job
of - nailing" the floor a fairly simple project.

may have been bemoaning the fact that, while they would
like to play host to square dancers for some
large dance affair, they just can't do it because
there is no hall big enough. They may take
heart from what was accomplished by square
dancers working together in Oregon.
A specific example was the preparation of a
huge outdoor wooden square dance floor for
the 2nd Far Western Regional Square Dance
Convention in Eugene last August. Members
from 50 different clubs gathered to work together to lay what proved to be a dance floor
covering 120,000 square feet. The clubs represented most of the areas in the Oregon State
Federation of Square Dance Clubs.
This project was no spur-of-the-moment thing,
having been planned for months by Buddy Randall, General Chairman of the Convention. Milo
Mathews, Eugene contractor, was given the
heavy responsibility for drafting the laying of
the floor. And at the Mid-Winter Clinic held in
ANCERS IN MANY AREAS
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Eugene about six months prior to the Convention the particleboard, Duraflake, was tried out
to see if the surface were danceable. The material was also tested for warping by leaving it
exposed to the elements for weeks at a time.
Mathews also had to keep in mind the wide
By the time the floor was finished the
dancers had worked up quite a system in handling
the plastic, the boards, staples, etc.
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"Dry Run': Once the floor
was laid, the workers and others gathered
to give it a tryout.

range of temperature to which the floor would
be exposed — the sun of August noons and the
cool Oregon evenings.
The actual location was the campus of the
University of Oregon, site of the Convention
activities, and on the Saturday morning before
the Convention was to begin volunteer workers showed up at daybreak, bringing their hammers with them. Daybreak means 3 o'clock at
that time of year and some of the workers had
driven great distances.
The ground, which had been leveled as much
as the University would permit, was raked. A
crew followed, laying 120,000 square feet of
plastic to keep the dust and moisture from seeping through from the ground. A 3$-inch-thick
wood shim under each joint allowed each panel
of pressed wood (Dora flake) to lock properly.
A number of lift trucks distributed the panels
one by one to the busy men who swarmed over
the working area. Two hundred thousand metal
staples were used to keep the 4' x 8' panels
together.
If the volunteers asked for accommodations
they and their wives were put up for two nights
in the homes of Eugene square dancers. As the
men helped with the floor-laying their taws
manned the coffee urns, made hamburgers and
hot clogs.
The floor wasn't only pre-tested. After it was
down, did the tired men start for home and
their waiting beds? If you know square dancers
you know better. That evening when the hoedown music started they were back, not with
hammers in hand, but to dance and find that
their work had been good.
The whole project was in the tradition of the
old-fashioned barn-raising, where pioneers got
together to help each other out when that help
was needed — and had a whale of a time doing
it! In our present age of what seems at times
"total indifference," it is heartening to report
an accomplishment like this—but then, "square
dancers are wonderful people!"

"The Big Show". Now cornpleted,the
floor holds hundreds of dancers,providing
ideal dancing surface.
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WHAT THEY
ARE WEARING
Gene Wolf of Phoenix, Arizona, sports fullydressed square dance dolls on her felt skirt. The
"iron-on" basic figures came from a hobby shop
in Hawaii and instructions on how to clothe them
were included. Gene worked out her color scheme,
gathered together materials, bits of net, lace,
jewelry and beads. The girl dolls wear panties,
petticoats, dresses and jewelry; the men wear
shirts, patent leather belts and one even has a
handkerchief sticking out of his pocket. Gene did
not iron the dolls directly on the skirt but on extra patches of the skirt material so that they can
be removed for cleaning.

T

with good taste
—shown in ladies' square dance fashions
are a constant reminder of what a wonderful
expression this activity offers for clever designing and nimble fingers.
HE IMAGINATION—combined

Babe Killen of Newhall, Calif., wears square
dancer silhouettes on her light green cotton
dress. A small pair of dancers on the cowl collar
is augmented by couples dancing all over the fullcircle skirt. Babe's husband, Herb, made the figures by starting with some of the Scotchlite designs. Using graph paper he reduced them to
smaller figures which were traced on material
and blanket stitched by hand and machine to the
dress. The result is a most unusual and effective
square dance costume. Herb (not piciurecl) wears
tiny complementary figures on his matching
square dance shirt.

BABE

GENE

Down in Mobile, Ala., one of the big events of
the year is the Azalea Trail Festival and to commemorate this, Mobile dancer Bea Colvin made
a pink dress with a deeper pink azalea design
appliqued on. Around the 10-yard bottom ruffle
of the dacron-cotton dress march queen-size
azaleas and the deep pink color is repeated in
the ruffle heading. Around the collar of the
blouse are smaller azaleas. Bea finds her square
dance dresses are quite reasonable in price as
she always selects her materials when they are
on sale. Her azalea dress, for instance, cost $6.00
including the thread.

BEA
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Mae lnnes of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., brightens
her. black, drip-dry cotton skirt by "starring" her
friends on it. The 4-inch stars in two rows around
the bottom of the skirt are outlined in silver sequins and the print pieces which make them
have been collected all over the United States
and Canada from her dress-making square dance
friends. Each girl's name is written End embroidered on each star and then sewn to the skirt.
Mae has found an ingenious way to use small
leftover pieces from square dance dresses.
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FOR
EASTER

which occurs in many
parts of the country is that of getting up
quite early in order to attend an Easter sunrise service. We might say we have attended
a few when the sun refused to get up and the
morning ended up more wet than anything
else. Generally, however, such a ceremony is
both beautiful and inspiring.
The traditional one held each year in the
Hollywood Bowl in California often attracts
more than 25,000 people. We understand that
the service held at the Grand Canyon is literally breathtaking and perhaps your area also
has such a program. We remember being at
one on Catalina Island (30 miles off the Southern California coast) where participants had to
climb for some 45 minutes to reach the top of
a crest overlooking and overhanging the Pacific
Ocean. Local residents had carried armfuls of
geraniums (lilies were not abundant in that
locale) and piled them high and wide around
a simple cross. When the sun appeared it came
up behind the cross and brilliantly illuminated
a magnificently azure sea. We don't remember
the words of the minister but we do remember
the picture.
Anyway some local Los Angeles square
dancers, Beau and Mary Davis and Frank and
Ethel Grundeen, have constructed their own

O

NE EASTER TRADITION

,

cier
Niiftworia,

Easter sunrise service as a table decoration for
an Eastertime square dance. We're not sure
how "inspirational" it is but it's certainly
original.
A square of white cardboard is used as a
base. Next a Japanese fan, available in dime
and variety stores for 10-25c, is opened halfway and stapled to the cardboard as a backdrop for the scene. A small white cardboard
cross is cut out and stapled in front of the fan.
This particular Easter tableau features a
choral group. You'll note the "leader" has a bit
of cotton hair glued on his noggin but the
chorus members are all bald as eggs. And
rightly so, for the singers are fashioned from
hollowed egg shells. Simple faces are painted
on the eggs and they are fastened in place
with rubber cement.

UTILITY

FROM THE
4c POSTCARD

How many good things can you say about
the lowly postcard? Offhand we can think of
these: It costs less to mail than a letter; there's
no hunting for postage as it's pre-stamped; it
takes only a small amount of storage space;
although compact in size it holds quite a bit
of writing; somehow it is always easy to drop
a postcard to someone even when you might
think twice about sending a letter.
Square dance groups seem to take full advantage of postcards and here are two ideas

It's amazing how realistic this Easter Sunrise
Service appears. In addition to greenery, you
could add flowers too
if you wish. The expression on the"faces"
of our egg choristers
could be just as funny
or just as serious as
you desire.

currently in use.
The first is a postcard put out by the See
Saw Squares of Van Nuys, California. To begin with they have a quantity of postcards
printed up at one time with a basic skeleton
of club information. Used as an invitation to
attend club dances, it includes the club emblem, a warm welcome, the location of the
dance, the time and day of the week when the
JUST FOR FUN — COME ON OVER TO

CALLER
PLACE - VAN NUYS WOMAN'S CLUB
14836 SYLVAN, VAN NUYS
NEXT DANCE WED,

8

O'CLOCK

AND IF YOU CAN'T BE WITH US PLEASE CALL.

group meets and a request to reply if you can't
attend. Blank spaces are left for the club secretary to fill in the caller's name and the specific date. Other than addressing the card there
is nothing else to do unless someone wishes to
pen a personal note at the bottom of the card.
The See Saw Squares thus have simplified their
monthly mailing but in a most attractive
manner.
The second postcard has a different purpose
— primarily that of advertising. Washington
FOR THE LAST TIME — I 'TELL-,
YOU I'M NOT PLAYIN' cowBoN(1
NOW LET ME GO... I'VE GOT
TO CALL POR_ THE STATE

FESTIVAL COMIN' UP

iN SPOKANE

Ilirlqa
W
N-

**Cox1;u:4
.....001

WASHINGTON STATE 16TH ANNUAL SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
JUNE 12, 13, 14, 1964
SPOKANE COLISEUM
Ron and

Mee Triplett, Housing and itogistralion E. all Hoffman, Spokane, Washington

State has an annual Festival coming up in
June. The committee in charge designed a postcard to be used by square dancers in the area
to correspond with other dancers and at the
same time to promote the event. Handled similarly to a picture postcard, one side features
a cartoon telling about the dance. It also gives
16

Spokane Dancers by the Score
Bid you Welcome in '64.

With these postcards in use since last fall,

the area should see vivid results at the time of
the Festival.

IDEA -A BADGE NIGHT
The Square Pegs Square Dance Club of
Aurora, Colorado, would like to pass this idea
along to other square dance clubs. Once each
year they sponsor a "Badge Night" dance when
members and guests alike are encouraged to
wear all the square dance badges they have
collected over the years.
The badges may be worn in any manner desired. Some people simply pin them on their
clothing; others make colorful bandaliers and
put the badges on these; some may even wear
them on a hat. Prizes are given to the person
or couple toting the most badges and a second
prize to the runner-up. Should any person arrive at the dance without a badge, they are
presented with a special "Badge Night" badge
made especially for the occasion.
The Square Pegs comment that all attending
this particular dance enjoy the display of club,
festival, convention and unusual badges. In addition it gives the dancers an opportunity to
enjoy and talk about the events these various
emblems represent.
EFFECTIVE
NEWSLETTER

-N,,,. __.....r,
--....!------,„ ilIC---.
-;ifi

the location, the dates and the name and address to contact for housing. That's quite a bit
of information to be presented in such a small
space and yet they have handled it in a neat
and provocative manner. The reverse side is
left blank except for the phrase:

NAMES

The following square dance groups have
come up with unique and delightful headers
for their monthly newsheets:
Name of Club:

Name of Publication:

The Squeaky Wheel
Hubs & Rims
Foot-Notes
Beverly Hillbillies
Fabricators
Fas-N-Eighters
We thought you might enjoy seeing how
aptly these clubs have tied in the title of their
newspapers with their club names.
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

IDEA
DEPARTMENT
The Lindseeds Square Dance Club of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, has fostered an idea
which is aimed primarily at helping members
remember to wear their badges. At the same
time it offers a bit of good-natured fun for all
club members should someone forget.
As many clubs do, the Lindseeds have a
sheriff. Sometime in the middle of each dance,
their caller gets all club members into a circle
and the sheriff then fulfills his duty by inspecting club badges. Any dancer caught without a
badge is kept in the middle of the floor "to
stand trial:'
Sentence is passed requiring the "offender"
to wear a "crying dog" badge. In addition an
individual may be asked to empty the ash
trays, write a fifty-word apology to Lindy, the
club mascot, or sit in a chair in the middle of
the floor and try to outcry the dog pictured on
the badge. Should any dancer be embarrassed
by participating in these "punishments;' he may
select an alternate sentence of paying a tencent fine. However the sheriff reports that so
far the treasury has not been increased by even
one penny.
The Lindseeds enjoy the fun and club spirit
created by this idea and pass it along to other
square dance groups.

LA/lid-add/
FORGOT
MY CLUB
BADGE

BADGE OF THE MONTH
N
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HELBEK OZOREM
So often when we think of square
dancers who are also a part of our military forces, we are apt mentally to picture them as being located overseas in
either the European or Asian theatre. We
should not overlook the fact, however,
that many home-bases have active square
dance programs which, though like their
counterparts abroad may be confronted
with frequent transfer problems, avidly
support this wonderful hobby.
Just such a group gathers at the U.S.
Army Missile Command at Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. The caller for the club
is a Major; the secretary-treasurer a Captain; and the designer of the club badge
a Colonel. At the moment the Colonel
finds himself swelling the square dance
ranks in Heidelberg, Germany.
The Rocking Rockets selected a name
which was "a hybrid between their
dancers and one of the types of missiles
and rockets designed at their Command"
They strive to maintain a reasonable
membership size by sponsoring beginner
classes which eventually graduate into
the club. We, too, sincerely hope this
square dance group will continue to keep
rocking" along.
414'
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MEMBER

PARTICIPATION I. CLUB MANAGEMENT
By Red Graham

"It seems to me that one of the most important things in making a Square Dance activity a success is having the members of the
club take an active part in the plans and management. By this, I don't mean that everyone
should try to run the club single-handed, but
rather that every member voice his opinions
at meetings and express any ideas that he may
have to improve club functions. In a large percentage of clubs the details of management
are handled by a board of directors, often consisting of the current club officers, and periodic meetings are held which may be (and
should be) attended by all club members. Club
members who do not attend these meetings
sometimes never actually learn what makes a
club tick. Every member of a club should at
some time hold an office in the club, so that
he or she may be exposed to some of the problems that come up, and gain a little knowledge
in the methods of handling these problems ...
"... In attending club and association functions, it may be noticed that various individuals
never open their mouth, no matter how strongly
they may feel about some matter being discussed. Most people should perhaps not be
criticized for this, for it is only natural for

some people to talk very little because of shyness, etc.... (however) I've seen people sit at
a meeting and never say a word, then as soon
as the meeting is over, go over into a corner
and start complaining about some decision that
was made ...
"It would be very helpful if all dancers
could realize that the reason for meetings is to
enlist the participation of all members in trying
to help the club perform its purpose. If you
have an idea, it never does any harm to voice
it. No matter what it may be, there is always
the possibility that your idea (with or without
changes) may be a very good one.
"Although it is impossible to have all dancers
take an active part in club management, for
whatever reason, it might be suggested that
these people who are not as helpful as might
be, think about this and try to move in and
help out in any way possible. They will find
that they will have more friends, have more
fun, and enjoy Square Dancing more than they
ever have before:'
(Our thanks to The Squarecaster Magazine
published by the Associated Square Dancers of
Superior California, Inc. for allowing us to reprint this article.)

SQUARE DANCE PARTY FUN
Bernice and Larry Prior of Roseville, Michigan, sent in this stunt as being suitable either
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WHERE WERE YOU BORN?

as an ice-breaker or as a change of pace during an evening's program. It requires a pencil
and a map of the United States for each person at the dance. The maps may be run off
quite simply on a ditto or mimeograph machine.
Set a time limit ( the Priors suggest they
used ten minutes for 20 squares) and underscore that only one name may be written in
each state. The object is to fill in as many
states as possible with the names of people
attending the dance who were born there. One
extra point also may be scored for each foreign
country listed as the birthplace of one of the
dancers.
Prizes? — that's up to you.
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

VOX SALTATOR:
THE SQUARE DANCER SPEAK

REMEMBER THE CALLER'S WIFE
By Chuck Vonheeder, Bothell, Wash.
EMBERS OF THE WHIRL 'N' TWIRLERS CLUB in Bothell, Wash., think the caller's wife
is his most valuable piece of equipment. And besides, she likes to dance. Some of
her duties include: sound engineer, choreographer, booking agent, practical politician,
ambassador of good will and practical nurse with a first aid kit. She even has an emergency tailoring kit.
As our club prepared to welcome the new season of dancing, our club president
made a recommendation for each male to ask "Mania Caller" to dance one set of tips
each dance night. Of course he knew it was impossible; there are too many men and
too few tips in one night. But it worked.
Like the old adage about the little acorns and great oaks, this germ of an idea has
grown. When the club caravans afield the boys ask "Mama Caller" of the host club to
dance. You'd be surprised how the word about a "friendly club" gets around.
So remember, fellows, the caller's wife puts up with a lot — including the caller.
You, club presidents, let's sprout those acorns and see if we can't give this lady the
whirl that she deserves.

m

WHAT PRICE GLORY?
By Bill Massey — Little Rock, Ark.

NI

( Reprinted from The Modern Square by Special Permission )
TCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN RECENTLY in many publications about

the faults of the
dancer in square dancing. The lack of cooperation among dancers, cliques, etc.
However, as yet, no one has had the courage, or perhaps been foolish enough to venture
an opinion (even in the national publications) as to the faults of the caller in square
dancing. So at the risk of becoming verbally mutilated in the days to come here goes:
First, let me say that this article is not a personal attack on anybody and should not
be construed as such. It is written from the viewpoint of a lay dancer with the hope
that it will bring attention to a serious problem.
There seems to be an ever-widening chasm in our square dance world between
caller and dancer. It is as if, once a guy learns a couple of singing calls and buys himself a P.A. system, he becomes an untouchable. He doesn't seem to remember that he
was a dancer before he became a caller, and after starting to call, is still a dancer, or
should be. However, in many cases he almost ceases to be a dancer. He rarely dances.
If so, only to create a favorable impression. He values only the opinion of another
caller. In the case of new material, new basics, dance level and general desires of the
average club dancer, a caller should use his club or clubs as a sounding board to determine the values or acceptance of such material or basics. Does he? No! He calls what
he wants to call. Therefore, the caller becomes both judge and jury.
Most callers are egotists by nature. Perhaps this is why the oft-used term "mike-hog"
became popular. At any rate most callers just love to breathe into that "mike," whether
it be at a club function, calling, or even making the routine announcements. The better
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callers are also talented individuals who can charm a tiger if they put their minds to it.
However, here we reach the point of whom do they attempt to charm and for what
reason? They seem to know instinctively in what circles to move, and exactly what
friendships to solicit to aid them in their search for fame. This is also known as the
creation of an "image" or "identity." Once they reach the "image" stage of the career,
they have arrived. They are now truly full-fledged members of the clan.
Every individual has the desire to succeed or even excell in some form of self expression. This is one of the basic facts of life. A caller is no different. He has an almost
fanatic desire to be popular and to achieve "identity." HnwPvPr, therenrecl two qualifies
without which a caller will not be accepted, regardless of talent. One is sincerity, that
intangible something that puts the really great ones in a class all their own. And believe me, friends, the dancers are going to sense this; they are going to know, and care,
if a caller is calling for the dancers or for his own personal glory. It is so refreshing
to dance to a caller who is obviously and sincerely aware of the desires of his dancers.
It is this keen sense of awareness that transforms the "image" on the caller's stand to
the dancer in your square.
The other quality is consideration. This covers a multitude of sins. A caller's first
consideration must be for his dancers, their desires, their satisfaction. He must remember that his responsibility is to the dancers, not to his symbol of success.
We hear callers speak of how hard they work for square dancing, of how much time
they spend teaching, of how much money they spend on records and equipment. True.
They do. But a successful club or Festival operation is a cooperative proposition between dancer and caller. Rarely do you find a club or class that enjoys any measure of
success without some hard-working dancers behind the project, regardless of caller.
On the other hand, for every successful caller you find today, look behind him and
you'll find a countless number of dancers who supported him in the beginning, listened
to his two singing calls per tip when he started, suffered when he stumbled through the
beginning of patter and applauded enthusiastically regardless of how bad he was.
We have many fine and sincere callers to whom this article does not apply and whom
I hope I have not offended. Unfortunately we do have some callers to whom it does
apply. The sooner these callers get their heads down out of the clouds and give the
dancers what they want, the sooner they will be calling to a full house instead of an
empty hall.

A NEW LIFE THRU SQUARE DANCING
By Anne Smith, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., Canada
OINCE MY HUSBAND Bill —"Wee Willie"— Smith, square dance caller and instructor,
died last November at the age of 42, I have done a lot of thinking about how much
square dancing has done for Bill and me in the short time we were engaged in it. It
has enriched our lives so much and we met so many wonderful people that I feel compelled to express my gratitude.
Instead of thinking what "might have been" for us I am thinking of the past six and
a half years and back to when we first took up square dancing. In doing this, I find
that we had achieved the highest peak of fulfillment and happiness that any human
being has the right to expect.
First of all I have to thank square dancing for our two boys. I had a back ailment
that was completely cured by the exercise I gained from square dancing two or three
nights a week. So — a year and a half after starting this recreation and after 17 years
of marriage, we were extremely happy to have a boy born to us to make our family
more complete. Eighteen months later we had another boy. Randy is now 5; Marty is
M. Bill had a special feeling for all people but especially he loved the children so you
can see how happy two of his very own would make him.
He was right in his element when he became a square dance caller three years ago

n
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and was able to use many of his varied talents. His family were all musical and from
his early training, Bill was able to play about 10 instruments by ear. He was an avid
reader — read two books weekly until he became a caller and replaced some of the
library books with square dance publications. In school he took part in every play put
on by his classes; in church and club he always held offices of responsibility.
Bill's steadfastness in anything he undertook showed up everywhere, not only in his
job for the railroad, but with the local reserve regiment where he was bugler and
leader of the young boys' drum and bugle band and then staff sergeant, working on
the diesel trucks, etc., used by the army.
His willingness to do things for others without any thought of repayment also stood
him in good stead for square dance calling. He said that to make a success of anything,
one had to give of himself. He was quiet about his good deeds and I only learned from
others that he had saved the life of one of our square dance friends years ago in the
railroad yard.
Because he spent his life doing things for others, the boys and I are deriving the
benefits from it. I have been overwhelmed by the number of cards, letters and offers of
help received, including the finishing of our home, which Bill had half remodelled.
Bill was exceptionally happy to have found square dance calling, as he loved people,
music, travelling, being busy every night — and I had been happy, too, as I was proud
to be his wife and assistant and enjoyed making our square dance outfits. We had a
square dance class the very night he died so he was busy and happy to the end.
I plan to stay in square dancing and have already started back to teach our present
class with the help of a new caller but because I also plan a full-time office job as
well as keeping house and raising our two boys, my future plans in square dancing are a
little uncertain right now. I only know that I shall keep in touch with such a wonderful
and rewarding activity.

MORE ABOUT THE THRUM AY
By Ed Alichl, Coshocton, Ohio

"Everybody Travels on the Thru-Way" in the December issue of S.I.O.
tJ was an interesting analogy of highway construction with that common sequence of
square dance movements often referred to as "Dive Thin, Pass Thru:'
Writer Cowan voiced the suspicion that new "Basics" are invented and named with
the Thru-Way specifically in mind and wonders "how do you account for a misnomer
like Star Thru when it isn't a star, and from many positions nobody goes through anything?" Perhaps I can allay writer Cowan's suspicions with respect to Star Thru since I
have discussed this matter with the originator of this basic.
1. Star Thru was conceived (perhaps "resurrected" is a better word) as a twocouples-facing movement, with four hands to form a star. In this case the couples
"go thru:' similar to the movement of Pass Thru.
2. Star Thru was originally intended to achieve an easy conversion of the square
formation into the "double pass thru formation before the double pass thru:'
Writer Cowan may be correct that Star Thru is a misnomer, and an alternate call
is available ... The "Thru-Way" derived its beginnings not from "Around Just One" but
from a sequence called the "Chicken Plucker:' Even now many sequences of this genre
have fowl names (no pun intended). A cowboy dance predecessor was the three-couple
dance known as Dip and Dive.
Actually the important point should be noted that these movements have a simple
choreographic theme in common. They all arise from the beginning (or Setup) formation — the box formation. This formation is currently the basis for many new calls,
such as Swing Thru, Acey-Ducey and Circulate. These calls are the "detours" that
writer Cowan feels might offer a change of scenery. I'm sure some of the way will be
bumpy, but the trip will be fun.
0Y COWAN'S,
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Al! Official Photographs, U.S. Navy

eQ UARE DANCERS can be found enjoying their
hobby in all sorts of unusual places—on top
of Japan's Fujiyama, outside the walls of a
famous cathedral in Rome, on rooftops and in
parking lots — but imagine the thrill of square
dancing on a Navy Aircraft Carrier!
Twenty-five squares of dancers from the
Heartland Federation east of San Diego, Calif.,
had this experience when they were invited
aboard the carrier USS Ticonderoga on a Sunday afternoon recently.
For convenience and comfort, dancing took
place below decks where the American flag and
the Ticonderoga ensign marked the entrance to
the dancing area.
First the square dancers put on some demonstration dancing and then invited the sailors
to dance with them. Shyness was soon overcome and again square dancing had exerted its
22

The beautiful carrier, U.S.S. Ticonderoga.

In the lower circle, Mrs. 1 P. Weinel, wife of the
Ticonderoga's captain, loins officers and
crewmen for the dance.
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charm, for the sailors were soon sashaying with
ease. Everyone had fun and some of the sailors
vowed they intended to look up square dance
classes which they might attend. Wives of the
ship's officers and crew also joined in the dancing, high heels, "civilian" clothes and all — and
were equally Charmed.
When it was time to leave the huge floating
city and the warm graciousness of its officers
and men, the dancers were regretful. Feet were
tired from dancing on the hangar deck but as
the Navy launch returned them to shore, every
heart was warm with memories of their experience.
Commanding Officer of the USS Ticonderoga is Captain J. P. Weinel; Executive Officer

Ensign Wright receives
a few pointers
from his
square dance partner.

is Commander T. N. Meadows; Assistant Public Information Officers are Ensign F. A. De La
Pena and Ensign W. R. Wright. The dancers
will not soon forget their hospitality.

ABOUT ROUNDS
By Don Armstrong — Port Richey, Fla.
Reprinted by Special Permission from Yorkton (Canada)) Zone News

the country we see all
I types of square dance clubs and open dances,
some getting lots of participation in rounds
and some getting very poor participation. Although there are exceptional groups, it seems
that the average group that ended up with
what I felt was good round dance participation had, in addition to all the other prerequisites of such a set up, a basic list of favorites
that were included on every program.
IN TRAVELING AROUND

This list did not include the "newest" dances
but instead was comprised of those dances
which were favorite ones of the large majority
of the square dancers present. This, naturally,
pleased me, as it directly reflects my own opinion regarding round dance programming for
square dance groups. I suggest that each group
should have some definite system for selecting
the round dances to be programmed at their
square dances. For example, there could be a
survey made early in the season to select by
majority vote the favorite rounds, which will
always comprise say six out of eight, or seven
out of ten, of the rounds programmed at every
meeting. The remaining rounds could be selected by the leader either "new" or "area
favorites" as he sees fit. This "favorite" list
could be modified quarterly or semi-annually
with the understanding that to add a different
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

dance requires dropping one presently on. the
list. This could virtually insure that the majority would not feel obligated to learn a dance
that may prove to be only a "flash" — here today and forgotten tomorrow.
This does not preclude the use of these as
they can be selected at the leader's discretion
to "fill in" the remainder of the rounds on the
program. But it does mean that the majority of
the square dancers can relax and enjoy a big
share of the rounds on the program. When they
learn a dance on the favorite list, they know
they'll be able to enjoy it for quite a while.
Most leaders I've talked to about this immediately reply that this is, in essence, what they
do now. But the difference? I think it lies in
the psychological effect of having the group
decide and by prominently displaying or posting this list where all can see it and feel that
it was their idea.
If you, as a leader, feel that this suggestion
has merit, try it. If, however, you feel it does
not have merit, would you then talk personally
to several dancers in your group — those who
"don't like rounds" and especially to those who
sorta stopped doing them?" Get their reactions, invite their opinions on this suggestion
and then reconsider. I'll bet that round dance
participation at your next square dance programs will increase a heck of a lot next year.
Cg
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The Canadian exhibition group does Lines of Four Pass Thru,
preparatory to doing Ends Turn In on horseback.

SQUARE DANCING
ON

HORSEBACK

are double-threat people, for they square dance afoot and on
horseback, as well.
Over the border in Edmonton, Alberta,
Jimmy Lindsay calls for a colorful group that
exhibits square dancing on horseback for various Canadian functions and on television. The
ladies have red saddle blankets and scrapes;
the boys blue. They wear matching shirts,
white western pants, white hats with matching
ribbons. For a performance the riders are
lined up outside, jimmy starts the music and
the eight mounted dancers come out at a
canter, led by four standard bearers. They
promenade to position and jimmy starts off
with Honor Your Partner. The horse-borne
dancers do Ends Turn In, Venus and Mars,
Trailing Star, Allemande Thar, etc.
Jimmy and the dancers have been enjoying
this for three years. The horses are privately
owned and also seem to enjoy themselves tremendously, square dancing.
In the States, at Streator, Ill. the Red Arrow
Riding Club members like to square dance on
foot and have trained their horses so that they,
too, can follow the dance routines. The group
dances on horseback every Tuesday night at
Fun and Frolics Acres with Vince twang as
regular caller. They have a record player with
two speakers and use the popular records.
Their routines are made up from the basics
list in Sets in Order. They are arranged at a
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slower pace for the horses but riders and their
mounts have become pretty proficient with
Wheel and Deal, Do Si Do, Weave the Ring,
Allemande Left, Grand Right and Left, etc.
Apart from combining their two hobbies,
the Red Arrow dancers are beginning to be invited to exhibit squaiT dancing on horseback
at civic celebrations, fairs, etc., in their local
area.
Whether to show or to enlarge upon a recreation already enjoyed, square dancing on
horseback seems to be a novel and most interesting experience for its participants.
Red Arrow horseback dancers Star by the Right
in the Center of the Square.

,
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SWING OUT AND
FIND ADVENTURE
By Mary Ferrell — Dallas, Texas
and I have been accused of
getting "the cart before the horse" many
times in our lives. There was the time I informed an employment agency that I could do
anything and was promptly hired as a bookkeeper, when the only thing I knew about
"debit" and "credit" was that people lined up
applying for credit at department stores before
Christmas.
Our experiences in square dancing have surpassed the record we have set previously in
this unusual category. Although the length of
time encompassing all of our square dancing
can be calculated in months rather than years,
each month has been so filled with pleasure
and surprises that we are eager to share our
happiness with the whole world.
We are privileged to use the word "friends"
for two gracious and gentle people who are
most enthusiastic advocates of square dancing.
A year or so ago we began commenting about
the people we met thru Bernie and Millie Coffey. Most of these people were also square
dancers. All were charming, wholesome and
desirable people to know.
At first we only listened as they related the
happy experiences they had shared at dances
and weekend square dance events. Then we
visited a dance as observers and witnessed the
fellowship first-hand. We made two very important observations that evening.
In a world which seems too busy to cultivate real friendships, we realized that true and
lasting friendships were the rule rather than
the exception among square dancers.
Secondly, we had feared that we were becoming too much a people who attach the
term "art" to the latest fad and too often look
for beauty in monstrosities a critic has proclaimed the work of "genius." Here, we were
witnessing a beautiful form of art, as basically
American as Thanksgiving. These people were
striving for perfection in their art but when a
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dancer faltered, there always seemed to be a
smiling "partner" extending a truly "grand"
right or left hand to set the faltering feet aright.
We returned to our home that evening convinced that the world was really a much better
place than our fears had led us to believe.
The next day I told Millie Coffey that we
wanted to become square dancers and learned
we would have to wait for the fall classes.
During the summer months we borrow Sets
in Order which we gave Francis Bacon's full
treatment (i.e. tasted, chewed, swallowed and
digested ). We subscribed to Sets in Order and
our first issue arrived about the time of our
first lesson.
After this first lesson we could do any dance
that consisted only of the following calls: circle
left, allemande your corner, grand right and
left, promenade partner and swing — with little
variation of that order.
That night we pored over Sets in Order.
Every place we located a reference to one of
the above calls, we tried to figure out how it
was used in relation to the calls before and
after. When we came across calls we thought
we knew, used in different sequences, we discussed how we thought they should be executed.
In November our lessons were finished and
we attended our first club dance. We approached the Coffeys and said that we wanted
to attend the College of Square and Round
Dancing on Thanksgiving weekend. They appeared astonished but suggested gently that
perhaps we would enjoy it more if we waited
until we had a year of dancing behind us. I
wanted to go so much my husband helped me
persuade the Coffeys to accept our tuition.
During the two weeks before Thanksgiving
we were repeatedly told that we should not
go to the weekend event but when we discovered that none of our would-be counselors
(Please turn to page 65)
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FOR SQUARE DANCING
The Realart Square — Tacoma, Wash.

1961, Wright and Carol Carlson were faced
I with a dilemma. The movie theatre they
owned in Tacoma, Wash., was closed as many
thousands of theatres have been in late years.
What to do? Convert to something else? Remodel to offices, swimming pool, bowling alley,
store? None of these seemed quite right. But
Wright and Carol, being square dancers, finally
came up with a good answer — a square dance
center.
An architect was engaged and plans drawn.
Work commenced under the supervision of
Carlson himself, who is in the construction
business. The balcony in the old theatre was
cut back, the stage raised, the floor leveled, the
lady's room in the old nursery was enlarged,
the men's room moved to the old projection
room.
Theatre seats were placed along the sides of
the maple dance floor; a kitchen was built in
the place formerly occupied by a rest room
and office. The cloak room was placed in the
popcorn niche and poster room; the interior
was professionally cleaned and painted. Ceramic tile was used in the kitchen area, in both
rest rooms and on the street level face of the
building. Murals painted on the walls in 1921
were cleaned and again looked like new. The
result of these efforts — engineered acoustics,
forced ventilation, full stage, controlled heat,
N

The movie-theatre-turned-square-dance-hall has a crisp
fresh look at the street entrance.

plenty of parking and the downtown location
make an excellent facility.
A spacious apartment on the third floor
houses the manager and his family including
a son, Tommy Stoye, who is a square dance
caller.
The cost of remodelling was high but with
a solid building to start with, the value is there
and a need is met for square dance clubs which,
with round dance activities, fill the hall every
night. The name of the theatre was the Realart
so the Carlsons decided to retain that name for
their square dance center.
The transition of square dancing from barns,
etc., to auditoriums with all the modem arrangements is well-emphasized by the final
development of the Realart Square Dance Center. And it is a joy to Wright and Carol Carlson to be able to relax and square dance in this
square dancers' haven which they themselves
brought to being.

Square dancers enjoy this beautiful hardwood floor at the Realart Center.
wdsampfv.

—Photo by Capri Studios
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STYLE SERIES:

CATCH ALL EIGHT
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tion and variation in timing than does the
Catch All Eight. Actually, to be a satisfactory
movement, it should be done in a prescribed
manner and take a definite number of beats to
complete. Otherwise some dancers will have
finished the movement while others have it
only partially completed, thus causing confusion and erratic dancing.
The Catch All Eight, as one complete movement, takes approximately 10 steps. To start,
two dancers face each other (1), they extend
right forearms (2) and move clockwise around
one another (3) 180° or until the two have

exchanged places. At this point they momentarily drop hands and stand to face each other (4) .
The total number of steps to this point is approximately 4.
Now, taking left forearms (5) the dancers
start to turn counterclockwise (6) continuing
on around (7) and completing one full turn (8)
in approximately six steps. All of this is done
to the call:
Catch All Eight with the right hand half
Back by the left, go all the way around.

While sometimes confusing, the command
go all the way around" is best clarified by the
next following call which will direct the dancers
to "their right hand lady," "opposite," into a
"four ladies chain," etc. The dancers would
simply retain their left arm hold and continue
on around (9) for any distance the call would
indicate.
4C
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SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION

and Education segment
of the Lucky 13th National Convention is
under the able direction of Bob Van Antwerp
and Walt Baumann. Dancers who journey to
Long Beach, Calif., next July 23-25 to revel in
this affair, so wide in its scope, will reap the
benefit of their experienced programming. In
their department caller George Elliott announces that nearly 100 hours of dancing have
been programmed. Top callers who have signed
in, include such notables as Jim Mayo from New
England; Jerry Belt from Ohio; Mike Michele
from Arizona; Wally Schultz from Wisconsin,
as well as California's own Bruce Johnson and
Bob Page.
Nationally-known round dance leaders who
have registered for the Lucky 13th include the
volatile Manning Smiths from Texas; the Jim
Brooks' of Washington; Audrey Van Sickle of
Toronto, Canada; the Bud Knowlands of Arizona; the Pete Petermans from Texas; the Bob
Smithwicks and Forrest Richards' from the
hosting state of California.
Square Dance Workshops and Clinics are in
the charge of Brownie Brown. From his standpoint as a caller, Brownie is making sure that not
only will there be opportunity for dancers to
learn and work on new and old material but
that the callers will have equal opportunity to
learn new methods and approaches for calling
and teaching.
George Norton has lined up Panels on subjects from brainstorming for ideas to help with
dance parties of every kind; from square
dance trailering to square dance promotion.
Evan Twomey is heading the Contra phase
of the National and several hours of the longways dances are planned. Evan is looking for
ideas, material, information on contra dancers
and contra callers coming to Long Beach. Anyone with a "message" on contra dancing may
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Be part of the Lucky 13th -

write Evan at 1110 Green St., Glendale 5,
California.
Square dance trailer folks in Colorado are
planning a Square Dance Trailer Caravan from
Colorado to Long Beach, under the sponsorship of the Square Wheels of Denver, Jack
Halfacre and Leroy Frank officiating. The group
of vacation-type units will leave Denver on
July 18 and arrive in Long Beach on July 23,
returning home individually. The trip will be
planned out in fine detail, according to its
Wagonmasters and units may join the convoy
along the way provided the organizers are advised before the deadline, which is May 1,
1964. For more information on fees and application blanks those interested may write Square
Wheels, 3050 W. Harvard, Denver 19, Colo.
Bits of Convention news on this-a and that-a:
3.4 acres of floor space will be available for
dancing. Jim Hilton of Oakland, Calif., manufacturer of sound equipment and square dance
caller, will be in charge of the all-important
sou nd. The three main halls to be used for
dancing will bear themes — the Hall of States,
the Banner Hall bright with banners from clubs
and associations, the Shore Hall with marine
decoration as befits the Convention's location
on the Pacific shore. Solo Dancer booths for
the convenience of single persons attending the
Convention will be operated by the Bachelors
'n' Bachelorettes of Long Beach, a real "going"
outfit. The Style Show which will be presented
in Concert Hall in the new Long Beach Arena
on Friday and Saturday at 2 P.M. will be
titled, "North, South, East, West — Choose the
Style You Like the Best':
With all of the above smorgasbord of fun,
plus "specials" of many varieties, no redblooded square dancer can afford to miss a try
at making the trip to California to participate.
If you and you and you haven't registered, do
it now. Write to Director of Registration, Box
F, Bellflower, California. (You'll find a registration form included in your December issue
of Sets in Order.)
- Dance on our Shore in '64
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Editor's Note: These pages feature interesting Square Dancing news items
from different areas of our world in which Square Dancing is an international
activity. These items are collected and edited by Helen Orem, Assistant
Editor of Sets in Order. All information in this category should be sent to
Mrs. Orem at 462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles 48, California

Of Moment in Minnesota

The 13th Annual State Convention of the
Square Dance Federation of Minnesota will be
held at the Senior High School in Mankato on
June 19-21. Featured caller will be Dave Taylor from Detroit, Mich.; featured in round
dancing will be Date and Dot Foster from Decatur, Ill.; featured folk dance leaders will be
Joe and Mae Rose Perrault of Excelsior. There
will also be contra dances programmed. For
information write State Convention Committee, P.O. Box 2022, No. Mankato, Minn. 56003.
Nebraska News

March 26 is the date for the Annual Square
Dance Style Show at Miller & Paine's department store in Lincoln. There the town's 13
square and round dance clubs will be represented by 29 models. Spectators will see handmade fashions shown along with the exhibition
squares and rounds. The event is a kick-off for
the promotion of Lincoln's Annual Spring Festival on May 2 and always attracts a "full
house" of square dancers and non-dancers alike.
—Donna Reilley
The Plattsmouth Promenaders will hold their
4th Annual Festival on March 6 at the High
School Gym in Plattsmouth. Bill McCormick,
the club's regular caller, will MC the program
which will feature the duet calling of Ken McCartney and Bill Seidel, as well as the calling
of Paul Callahan and Bob Martens.
—Elaine McCormick
Square dancers in the Ralston area — about
200 in all — enjoyed a Night Owl Dance sponsored by the Checkerboard Squares at the Town
Hall. Featured was that busy Bob Martens in
the calling department. At midnight balloons
floated down from the ceiling, some containing
numbers for free gifts. After the dance, a 2:00
—Jo Ann Lewis
A.M. breakfast was enjoyed.
Frank and Jerene O'Rourke celebrated their
Golden Wedding Anniversary on December 7
with a free dance held in Chadron at the Assumption Arena. Virg Knackstedt had offered,
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some years back, to call a free dance when this
couple reached the 50th milestone, provided
they were still dancing — and he kept his word.
All clubs in the area cancelled or postponed
their dances to help on this one and all callers
had their turn at the mike. The honored couple,
in gold-colored dress and shirt, did not miss a
single square nor round. Frank and Jerene are,
respectively, 76 and 71, and seldom miss any
dance in their area.
One ticket will admit a dancer to seven hours
of dancing at the Mid-State Square Dance Festival on April 12 in the Armory at Columbus. The
2-4 afternoon period will be devoted to round
dancing, with Elwyn and Dena Fresh of Wichita, Kansas, in charge. From 4-6 P.M. Bob
Brundage of Connecticut will M.G. a program
called by outstanding callers from the Central
States area. Dinner break will be from 6-7:30
P.M., at which time the National Guard will
advance the colors and the Mayor will address
the assemblage. The evening program will be
called by Brundage and by Harold Bausch of
Leigh.
—Lill Bausch
Iowa Item

The Sugarfooters Square Dance Club of
Fort Dodge sponsored an Official Night Owl
Dance at the Corpus Christi Parish Center on
February 15. Dancing began at 9 P.M. and
ended at 5 A.M. Harold Bausch of Leigh,
Nebr., called for these hardy souls.
—Lew Wicker
Wyoming Whispers

A free Western Breakfast will top off a weekend of frolic at the 13th Annual Cowtown Hoedown to be held in Sheridan on May 29-30.
Red Warrick will come up from Kilgore, Texas,
to call the dances and conduct the workshops.
Traveling dancers are welcome to come on in.
—Mrs. Jerry Higgs
Johnny LeClair of Riverton will call for the
Circle 8 Square Dance Club Jamboree on April
25 in the New Armory Building, Worland. The
hall has a good floor and excellent acoustics;
29
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again, visiting dancers are invited to sashay
along and join the fun.
—Morgan Brown
Oklahoma Olio

The Southwest District of the State Federation of Oklahoma Square Dance Clubs plan
their annual Spring Festival for March 14 in
Weatherford, in the College Gym on the South
western College Campus.
—Toots Richardson
Texas Talk

Coming—August 8, 1964! Houston Area Callers' Assn. and the City Parks and Recreation
Dept. will present the First Annual Blue Star
Jubilee, featuring in person such famous recording artists as Andy Andrus, Jim Brower,
Al Brownlee, Joe Robertson, Bob Fisk, Bob
Augustin; Sal Fanara, Buford Evans, Johnny
Creel and others. The Blue Star recording band,
the Texans, will make the music. Admission is
limited to 150 squares and tickets are going
fast already. The event will be held in the airconditioned Sam Houston Coliseum and there
will be an afternoon workshop as well as the
evening dance. One ticket admits to both functions. Lew Torrance is General Chairman; Norman Merrbach is Program Chairman and Red
Donaghe is in charge of publicity.
New officers of the South Texas Square and
Round Dance Assn. are: Harley Deisler, Kingsville, Pres.; William Milligan, Victoria, VicePres.; Athalia Hardy, Corpus Christi, Treas.;
and Lois Smith, Kingsville, Secy. Andy Andrus
from Port Arthur was guest caller on February
29 in Corpus Christi at the federation's Membership Dance of 1964. The event was held in
the Memorial Coliseum.
Nevada Note

Paul Tramble has been elected to the presidency of the Northern Nevada Callers' Assn.
Serving with him will be Howard Shoemaker,
Vice-Pres.; and Virginia Waller, Secy.-Treas.
The association, which meets monthly, works
to promote better dancing thru better teaching
—Scotty Norris
and calling in the Reno area.
California Capering

The Circle-O-Squares of Palm Springs, under the City's Recreation Dept., is sponsoring
a most unique dance each month. Taking advantage of the newly-completed High Wire
Aerial Tramway, which connects the desert floor
30

to the rugged peaks of the San Jacinto Mountains, dancers will ride the tram and then enjoy
a free square dance called by Osa Mathews,
when they arrive at the station on the mountain. The dance is open to all square dancers
and clubs and a "high wire badge" will be presented. The first such occasion was on February 9 and the second is scheduled for March
8 second Sunda y,S, frOm 3-5 P.M.. (lulus arc
invited to bring their own callers, too, and a
traveling banner will go to the couple farthest
from their home club who will be returning
within a reasonable period. Further information is available from Norman Harrison, 67110
Santa Barbara Dr., Palm Springs.
Ray and Vivian Porter, who run a western
store in San Bernardino, also put out a newsy
little paper each month which gives word of
the clubs in their area, as a service to their
square dance customers.
New England Events

Fran and Ed Lubera, members of the Connecticut Square Dance Callers' & Teachers'
Assn., have been appointed as Round Dance
Program Chairmen for the New England Square
Dance Convention on April 3-4 at the New
Ocean House, Swampscott, Mass.

—Katherine Van Horn
Square Dancers with a heart and a strong
feeling of sharing their joy in their pastime, are
squaring 'em up monthly at the Danvers, Mass.,
State Hospital. Eight callers and seven different
clubs in Essex County responded to a call and
on the second Thursday of every month come,
laden with refreshments and used square dance
clothing, to bring fellowship and rhythm to a
most appreciative group. Callers involved in
this worthwhile project include Stan Huntley,
Warren Popp, Tom Potts, Mert Rogers, Heim
Parker, Maurice Dench, Joe Casey and Jim
Mayo; and clubs Gloucester Skippers, the
Carriage Set, the Barnstormers, the Pavilionaires, the Fairtown Squares, Ould Towne
—Grace Randall
Squares and MerriValles.
New York Notice

A monthly calendar listing club and western
style square dances in the New York area is
published by the Square Dance Clubs Cooperative Assn. This may be obtained by dancers
from other areas by sending inquiries with a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: SDCCA,
P.O. Box 84, Brightwaters, N. Y. Telephone
numbers to call for information on arrival in
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64
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0--the state are: 212 TR 7-8853 or 212 GR 5-6235.
The New York area boasts many outstanding
callers and dancing groups who will welcome
fellow dancers visiting or moving to the area.
With the New York World's Fair looming
closer, this information should be invaluable.
Pennsylvania Patter

The Cannonaders of Gettysburg will have
Les Chewning down from the D.C. area to call
their Open Dance on April 25 at the High
School Cafetorium in Gettysburg. On May 30
the 5th Annual Roundup will take place at the
Student Union Bldg. of Gettysburg College.
Jack May, Danny Miller and Milt Neidlinger
will call the squares; the Gardners will handle
the round dancing.
Alabama Activity

The Birmingham Square Dance Assn. will
present its 11th Alabama Jubilee on April 3-4
at the air-conditioned Municipal Auditorium in
Birmingham. Friday night squares will be handled by Johnny LeClair of Wyoming and rounds
will be watched over by Manning and Nita
Smith of Texas. Saturday morning will feature
the Smiths on rounds and visiting area callers
will call the squares. At 2 P.M. Bob Van Antwerp of California and Frank Lane of Kansas will call squares while the Smiths instruct
rounds. The gala Saturday night dance will be
held in two halls with Lane and Van Antwerp calling. For registration information write Alabama
Jubilee Committee, P.O. Box 1085, Birming—Alma Ruth Peters
ham, Ala. 35201.

to call this dance, with Verne Callahan of Flint
as Chairman and Del Coalman, also of Flint,
in charge of programming.
The Kalamazoo Area Square Dance Assn.
sponsored a special dance during last Christmas season, at which admission was one new
toy valued at $1.50. The toys were turned over
to the Marine Reserves for their "Toys for
Tots" project. It was a snowy, wild night and
streets were glassy with ice. However, square
dancers turned out as is their custom for an
occasion like this and soon two long tables
were piled high with toys. Helen Matyas, Bob
Powell and Rolland Rheynard donated their
calling services. The evening's drama was climaxed during the last tip when suddenly the
hall was plunged into complete darkness. With
the help of flashlights and car lights which
lighted the corridor, a very orderly exit was
—George Kniss
accomplished.
Mississippi Merry-Making

Jackson square dancers braved snow and the
elements to attend a seasonal party sponsored
by the Parks and Recreation Dept. George
Kurts, Dept. Director, is most cooperative with
the local square dancers and has promised another party next year. Twelve squares were in
attendance despite icy roads and the snow of
the century in the area. Callers at the mike
were Dick Williams, Finis Nabors, Mel Holly,
Carroll Kennedy and Emanuel Duming.
Meet the Checkerboard Dancers of Southeast Minnesota.
These young folks have performed at many functions and
their youthful callers, Colleen Anderson and Bob Davidson,
are pictured in the small circle at the left. Sponsors and
teachers for the group are Lois and Paul Soltow, small
circle of right. They have two grandchildren in the group.

Virginia Variety

April 4 is the date of the 10th Virginia Square
Dance Festival in the Memorial Gym, University of Virginia, at Charlottesville. Curley Custer and Bob Fisk are the imported callers and
local men Des Gourley and Gibson Hobbs will
also do their stuff. Eloise and Ray Appel of
Falls Church will be the round dance leaders.
If you want to know more, write Ryland Moore,
Box 102, Route 6, Charlottesville, Va.
—Arnita Maupin
Michigan Meanderings

The Square-A-Rama, Sixth Benefit Square
Dance for a national fund, was held at the
Brendel Elementary School in Grand Blanc on
February 29. Some 15 callers were scheduled
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64
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entire family, horses too!
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book the following dances from the section
entitled "Just for Fun Series:' With this assortment he says, "Square dancing is for fun and
we need a few gimmicks to 'shake up the
troops: " There'll be more on a varied series
of subjects in corning issues.
L)

One and three you bow and swing
Go round and round with the pretty little thing
Take your girl to the right of the town
Circle up four don't fall down
Head gents break and make two lines
Forward eight and back in time
Now pass thru and join your hands
Bend the line
Forward eight and back in time
Face the nearest end of your own line
Go round the ring and pass by two (keep R)
Join that pair and line up four
Forward eight and back once more
Now a right and left thru across from you
Same ladies chain
And chain right back
Same ladies lead a Dixie chain
Girls go left, boys go right
Find old corner, left allemande
Forward eight and back with you
Two and four a right and left thru
One and three a half sashay
Go up to the middle and back that way
Out to the right just like you are
Circle up four but not too far
Ladies break and make two lines
Forward eight and back in time
Pass thru and keep in time
Face the nearest end of your own line
Girls go left, boys go right
Find old corner, left allemande
One and three go forward and back
Same ladies chain
Couple one only
Split that couple right across the floor
Go round one — join 'em — line up four
Forward four and back you get
Forward four go across the set
Face the nearest end of the line
Go round just one single file
Into the middle go Dixie style
You all turn left go round one
Into the middle Dixie style
Girls go left, boys go right
Find old corner, left allemande
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From a promenade:
One and three you wheel around
Split that two and cross trail
On to the next and circle four
The ladies break and line up four
Forward eight and back once more
Pass thru, keep in time
Face the nearest end of your own line
On to the next and Dixie chain
On to the next two ladies chain
And roll promenade
One and three you wheel around
Split that two and cross trail
On to the next and circle four
Ladies break and line up four
Forward eight and back once more
Pass thru, keep in time
Face the nearest end of your own line
On to the next and Dixie chain
On to the next two ladies chain
Now roll promenade
One and three backtrack
Square thru go all the way around
When you come down
Four gents center a right hand star
Once around
Girls turn right, there you stand
And find old corner, left allemande

One and three half sashay
Go up to the middle and back that way
Couple one go forward up and back
Split that couple right across the floor
Go round one — join 'em
line up four
Forward four and back in time
Come back to the middle
Face the nearest end of your own line
Split that two
Girls left and boys right
Pass by one
There's old corner a left allemande
Forward eight and back with you
Two and four a right and left thru
Head ladies chain
Couple one go forward and back
Split that couple right across the floor
Go round one — join 'em — line up four
Forward four and back in time
Go into the middle
Face the nearest end of your own line
Split that two and turn left single file
Go round one and Dixie chain
Boys right, girls left
Find old corner, left allemande

(Please turn page)
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(More Elliott material)

ARKIE DIXIE GRAND

One and three go forward and back
Same ladies chain
Turn the girl and roll away
Go up to the middle and back that way
Go out to the right just like you are
Circle up four but not too far
Ladies break and line up four
Forward eight and back once more
Pass thru and keep in time
Face the nearest end of your own line
On to the next two ladies chain
Turn the girl and star thru
Find old corner, left allemande
Forward eight and back like that
Four ladies chain the inside track
Turn 'em twice don't take all night
Two head ladies chain to the right
Turn the girl like you always do
One and three a right and left thru
Turn the girl and roll away
Go up to the middle and back that way
Go out to the right just like you are
Circle up four but not too far
Ladies break and line up four
Forward eight and back once more
Pass thru and keep in time
Face the nearest end of your own line
On to the next and Dixie chain
On to the next and Dixie chain
On to the next and Dixie chain
On to the next two ladies chain
Face that two and trail thru
Find old corner, left allemande
Forward eight and back to town
Four ladies chain three-quarters round
Turn the girl and don't get lost
New head ladies chain across
Turn the girl to an eight hand ring
And circle left with the dear little thing
Allemande left and a right to your girl
A wagon wheel and make it whirl
Make a wagon wheel with the pretty little girl
Spread the wheel way out wide
Head couples single file turn back
Go round one pair
On to the next two ladies chain
Turn the girl and face that two
And trail thru to a left allemande
MEN TOSSED AT SEA

By John Ward, Alton, Kansas
Head gents face your corner box the gnat
Then all four girls go up and back
Half square thru across the floor
Split the boys and line up four
The boys go up and back, pass thru
Both turn right around one you do
C6
Boys Dixie style to 5i1 11. CI VI
Rock it up and back, just the center breaks
Swing by the left just half way Jake
Rock up and back, pass thru then
Allemande left with your left hand
166 •
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By Bob Begg, APO New York, New York
Heads (sides) up to the middle and back you go
Around your opposite do sa do
Go all the way around to an ocean wave
Balance up and back you do
Do a right and left thru
Turn your Sue and do sa do
Back to back around you go
Make an ocean wave
Balance up and back you do
Do a right and left thru
Full turn around you're facing out
Separate, walk around one
Stand four in line
It's forward eight and back with you
It's forward again and pass thru
*Turn to the left (right) go single file
Make a wheel and spin it awhile
Just the gents (girls) U turn back
Go right, left, right around that track
Left allemande

*This won't work unless you turn left for the
gents and right for the girls.
SINGING CALL
JOSE

By C. 0. Guest, Dallas, Texas
Record: Kalox K-1031, Flip instrumental with
C. 0. Guest
OPENER, BREAK and ENDING
Join your hands and form a ring you circle
left I sing
All the way around you go, you get back home
and then
Allemande left that corner girl, allemande right
your own
Senor star by the left it's once around you roam
Box the gnat and pull her by, the corner
allemande
Swing your senorita then promenade the land
Sing hasta la vista, hasta la vista Jose done
and gone
Singing ah yii, ah yii and how he'd carry on

FIGURE
Senoritas promenade go inside of the ring
Home you go and swing senor you swing
Allemande left that corner lady turn a right hand
round your own
Senor star by the left it's once around you roam
Home you go and do si do and the corner swing
Swing that senorita then promenade the ring
Sing hasta la vista, hasta la vista Jose done
and gone
Singing ah tii, ah yii and how he'd carry on

SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Break, Figure
twice, Ending
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LINE STAR THRU

CABLE CAR

By Roy Haslund, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

By Sam Grundman, Berkeley, California

Head two pass thru
Separate around one, four in line
Forward eight and back with you
Star thru, center four
Square thru four hands around
You're facing out, separate
Around one four in line
Forward eight and back with you
Star thru, center four
Square thru three-quarters round
Allemande left
SWING THRU BREAKS

Author Unknown
Head 'ladies chain
Two and four go right and left thru
Heads cross trail and around one
Into the middle and pass thru
Do sa do the outside two, ocean wave
Swing thru, go right and left grand

From promenade:
One and three wheel around
Two ladies chain, star thru, dive thru
Right and left thru, U turn back
Do sa do the outside two, ocean wave
Swing thru, go right and left grand

Head two gents with the corner girl
Into the middle and back
Square thru, count four hands
All the way and when you're thru
Split those two go around one
Forward eight and come on back
Pass thru, girls turn back
Make an ocean wave, rock up, rock back
Swing thru two by two
Rock it forward, rock it back
Ends cross over, centers turn back
Promenade the wrong way track
Head two couples backtrack
Pass thru and bend the line
Forward eight and come on back
Pass thru, girls turn back
Make an ocean wave, rock up and back
Swing thru two by two
Ends cross over, centers turn back
Promenade the wrong way track
Side two couples backtrack
Pass thru and bend the line
Forward eight and come on back
Star thru, square thru three-quarters man
Corner's there, left allemande

LUCKY BREAK

By Jack May, Toledo, Ohio
One and three half sashay
Go forward up and back that way
Lead to the right and circle up four
Two ladies break and make a line
Forward eight and back with you
Arch in the middle, girls duck thru
U turn back behind the men
Double pass thru, then all turn back
Double pass thru just one more time
Cloverleaf, you're doing fine
Double pass thru, go two by two
Cloverleaf once more you do
Dixie chain on the double track
Girls go left, gents go right
Find the corner, left allemande
DICK'S SWINGIN' ACES

By Dick Smith, Eureka, California
One and three bow and swing
Round and round with the pretty little thing
Then up to the middle and back with you
Same two right and left thru
Turn on around, a half square thru
Do sa do the outside two
All the way round to an ocean wave
Rock it up, rock it back
Swing thru, balance up and back
Acey ducey go around the square
Balance awhile when you get there
Swing thru on the side of the land
Balance awhile with a brand new man
Acey ducey go round the square
Balance awhile when you get there
Do a right and left thru
Outside two dive thru and square thru
Three-quarters round the land
Your corner girl, left allemande
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SINGING CALL
DANCING ON TOP OF THE WORLD

By Ron Schneider, Olmsted Falls, Ohio
Record: Grenn 12061, Flip instrumental with
Ron Schneider
BREAK
Allemande left to an allemande thar
Go right and left and star
Men in the middle got a right hand star
Back right along and then
Shoot that star go forward two
Make an allemande than again
Put the men in the middle in a right hand star
Back right along right now
Shoot that star and box the gnat
Pull by and then
Left allemande that corner, promenade your own
I'm dancing on top of the world
Just swinging along, singing a song

FIGURE
One and three go up and back
Go right and left thru
Roll away with a half sashay
Pass thru, turn to the right
Sides pass thru, make a right hand star
Turn all the way around
Head men lead 'em on out
Circle eight around I shout
Whirl away and swing the next, two
times around
Allemande left the corner, promenade the next
I'm dancing on top of the world
Just swinging along, singing a song

SEQUENCE: Break, Figure twice for heads, Break,
Figure twice for sides, Break
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SMOOTH FLOWING WALTZ
OUR LOVE
By Bob and Dee Voshell, Des Moines, Iowa
Record: Windsor 4692
Position: Open-Facing for Intro and Dance, M's
back twd COH, M's R and W's L hands joined
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M except as
noted
INTRO (4 meas)
Meas.
1-4
Wait; Wait; Rai Apart, Point _
Touch, —;
Wait 2 meas; bal bwd away from partner
twd COH on L ft, point R toe fwd twd
partner, hold 1 ct; step diag fwd twd wall
and RLOD on R ft, swing joined hands
bwd twd PLOD at shoulder hgt, touch L
toe beside R ft, hold 1 ct.
DANCE
Waltz Away; Waltz Together (to Butter1-4
fly); Twirl/Vine, 2, 3 (to Semi-Closed); W
in Front, 2, 3 (to Closed);
Start L ft and swinging joined hands fwd
waltz 1 meas fwd in LOD and slightly
away from partner;start R ft and swinging joined hands bwd twd RLOD waltz 1
meas in LOD and twd partner to end
momentarily in BUTTERFLY pos, M's back
twd COH; releasing M's R and W's L
hands M vines down LOD on L to side,
behind on R, step again on L to side in
LOD as W starts R ft and twirls RF in 3
steps under M's L and W's R hands to
end in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD; as
M starts R ft and waltzes fwd 1 meas in
LOD with very short steps W takes 3
steps L,R,L to make a 1/2 LF turn in front
of M to end in CLOSED pos, M facing
LOD.
5-8
Bal Fwd; Reverse Twirl, 2, 3 (to Banjo);
Back Twinkle; Back Twinkle (to Openfacing);
In Closed pos bal fwd on M's L ft twd
LOD, touch R toe beside L, hold 1 ct; as
M starts R ft and waltzes 1 meas bwd in
RLOD W twirls LF 1 full turn in 3 steps
L,R,L under M's L and Ws R hands progressing PLOD to end in BANJO pos M
facing LOD;do 1 twinkle step down
RLOD M starting L ft XIB (W starting R ft
XIF) turning 1/2 R during cts 2 and 3 to
end in SIDECAR pos, M facing RLOD; start
R ft and repeat twinkle step with M XIB
(W XIF) turning 1/4 LF on cts 2 and 3
progressing up LOD to end in OPENFACING pos, M's back twd COH.
9-16
Repeat Action of Meas 1-8, ending in
Open-Facing pos, M's back twd COH.
17-20 Solo Waltz Turn, On Around, 2 Close (to
Open-Facing); Step, Swing, —; Step (Turn),
Swing, —;
Solo turn down LOD in 2 meas, M starts
L ft fwd LOD turning LF, W R ft turning
RF, each making a 3/4 turn to end in
OPEN-FACING pos, M's back twd CON,
M's R and W's L hands joined; M steps
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slightly swd on L ft opening twd LOD,
swings R ft fwd and across in front of L
twd LOD while pointing toe slightly, hold
1 ct;releasing trailing hands, join M's L
and W's R hands as M steps slightly bwd
and swd opening twd RLOD, swings L ft
fwd and across in front of R twd RLOD
while pointing toe slightly, hold 1 ct.
21-24 Change Sides, 2, 3 (to Butterfly Banjo);
Change Sides, 2, 3 (to Butterfly); L Waltz
Bal; R Waltz Bal;
Starting M's L ft partners change sides in
3 steps, W XIF of M directly twd COH,
turning 1/2 RF under M's L and W's R
hands as M moves around W twd wall
turning 1/2 LF, each closing on ct 3 to end
momentarily in loose BUTTERFLY BANJO
pos M facing COH; releasing M's I and
W's R hands partners change sides again
in 3 steps, W XIF of M directly twd wall
turning 1/2 LF under M's R and W's L
hands as M moves around W twd COH
turning 1/2 RF, each closing on ct 3 to end
in BUTTERFLY pos, M's back twd COH; do
1 waltz bal L starting M's L to side in
LOD, step on R ft X1B of L, step in place
on L ft while swaying slightly to the L;
repeat waltz bal starting R ft twd RLOD
and swaying to R.
25-32 Repeat Action of meas 17-24, ending in
Open-Facing pos ready to repeat the
dance.
PERFORM ENTIRE ROUTINE A TOTAL
OF TWO TIMES
Ending: Twirl/Vine, 2, 3 (to Semi-Closed); Thru,
Side, Close (to Closed); Dip Bwd, —;
Spot Twirl, 2, 3; Acknowledge.
As M starts L ft and vines down LOD
L,R,L W starts R ft and makes a full
RF twirl under her R and M's L hands
to end in SEMI-CLOSED pos both facing
LOD; step thru in LOD on R ft turning 1/4
to face partner and wall, step to side in
LOD on L ft, close R ft to L while taking
CLOSED pos; dip bwd twd COH on L ft,
hold 2 cts; as M starts fwd twd wall on
R ft and waltzes in place, W slowly completes a full RF spot twirl in 3 steps L,R,L
to end facing; change hands and acknowledge as music retards.
ROCK 'N' RHYTHM
WORLD BY THE TAIL
By Keith and Joanne Thomsen, Portsmouth, Iowa
Record: Sets in Order 3144
Position: Diag Open-Facing for Intro, Closed pos
for Dance
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M except as
noted
Intro: Standard Acknowledgment: Wait 2 meas in
Diag Open-Facing pos; Step Apart, —, Point,
—; Together, (to Closed) —, Touch, —;
Meas.
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; (Box) Side,
1-4
i
Fwd, —;
- Si
•-•

;
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In CLOSED pos with M facing LOD do 2
two-steps fwd in LOD L,R,L—; R,L,R—;step
side on L twd COH, close R to L, step
back in RLOD on L, hold 1 ct;step to
side twd COH on R, close L to R, step
fwd on R, hold 1 ct.
Fwd Twd-Step; Fwd Two-Step; (Box) Side,
5-8
Close, Back, —; Side, Close, Fwd, —;
Repeat action of meas 1-4.
9-12
Toe, Heel, Toe, Heel; Behind, Side, Close,
—; Toe, Heel, MP, HAM;Rphinri ciriar
Close, —;
Still in Closed pos touch L toe beside
arch of R ft (with "toe in" motion), touch
L heel to floor in same spot ("toe out")
keeping wgt on R ft, repeat the toe, heel
still with the L ft;step L XIB of R (W also
XIB), step to side twd wall on R, close
L to R, hold 1 ct; starting with M's R repeat the toe, heel, toe, heel of meas 9;
repeat action of meas 10 (twd wall) starting with M's R adjusting slightly to face
twd wall in position to do the turning
two-steps.
13-16 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step; Twirl; —,
2, —; 3, —, 4, —;
Do 2 RF turning two-steps down LOD making one complete turn stepping L,R,L,—;
R,L,R,—; M Walks fwd L,—, R,—; L,—, R,—;
as W does 2 slow RF twirls under her R
and M's L arm ending in BUTTERFLY pos,
M's back to COH.
17-20 Face-To-Face; Back-To-Back; Back-To-Back;
Face-To-Face;
In Butterfly pos facing partner and wall
step to side in LOD on L, close R to L,
step to side on L releasing M's L and W's
R hands and pivoting (M LF, W RF) to
BACK-TO-BACK pos and rejoining M's L
and W's R hands; step to side on R, close
L to R, step to side on R, hold 1 ct (moving in LOD); still Back-To-Back step to side
on L in RLOD, close R to L, step to side
on L releasing M's L and W's R hands and
pivoting (M RF, W LF) to face partner and
wall in BUTTERFLY pos, hold 1 ct; step to
side on R, close L to R, side on R, hold 1
ct adjusting to LOOSE CLOSED pos, M's
back twd COH.
21-24 Side, Behind, Side, —; Behind, Side, Front,
—; Pivot, —, 2, —; Twirl, —, 2, —;
In Loose Closed pos step to side on L,
XRIB, side L, hold 1 ct leaving R ft (W's L)
extended to side in a point; step R behin d L, step L to si Ian XRIF, hold 1 ct
assuming snug CLOSED pos; pivot one
complete turn stepping L,—, R,—; W twirls
RF stepping R,—,L,— as M walks fwd
L,—, R,— ending in BUTTERFLY pos, M's
back to COH.
25-32 Repeat Action of meas 17-24 ending in
CLOSED pos M facing LOD, ready to repeat dance. DANCE GOES THRU THREE

TIMES ENDING WITH BOW AND CURTSY
AFTER TWIRL MEAS 32.
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BEAUTIFUL MUSIC AND PATTERN
LA GOLONDRINA
By Scotty and Doris Garrett, Hayward, California
Record: Mac Gregor 1007
Position: Open-Facing, M's back twd COH for
Intro and Dance
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M except as
noted
INTRO
Meas.
Wait; Wait; Apart. Point;—; Side, Draw,
1-4
•

1-4

5-8

Wait 2 meas in Open-Facing pos; step
apart M stepping back twd COH on L,
point R twd partner, —; step side R twd
RLOD, draw L to R using 2 cts (bring
joined hands back and up to extend into
RLOD).
PART A
Fwd Waltz (W RF Spin); Fwd Waltz; Fwd
Waltz (W RF Spin); Fwd, Face, Close (to
Butterfly);
M faces LOD to dance one fwd waltz progressing LOD L,R, close I as he brings
joined hands thru twd LOD and releases
them leading W into a full RF spin (W
prog LOD in RF spin in 3 steps, R,L,R) to
end facing LOD in OPEN pos; both dance
one fwd waltz prog LOD; M again waltzes
fwd and assists W into full RF spin prog
LOD to end in OPEN pos facing LOD;
prog LOD stepping fwd R, fwd L to face
partner, close R to L and assume BUTTERFLY pos to end M's back twd COH (W
steps fwd L, fwd R to face partner, close
L).
(Vine) Side, Behind, Side; Thru (to Open),
Draw, Flare; Turn, Face, Close (to Butterfly); Side, Draw, —;

Prog LOD M steps side L, R XIB of L (W
also XIB), side L; release lead hands and
step thru on R to face LOD in OPEN pos,
draw L ft twd LOD up to R keeping wgt
on R, in a continuous motion quickly
flare L fwd and around in small arc twd
RLOD (in flare toe is pointed down and
ft is kept close to floor in order to keep
small arc); releasing joined hands start
an individual LF turn (W RF) stepping on
L twd PLOD to Back-to-Back pos (M now
facing COH), continue LF turn stepping
side R twd RLOD to face partner and assuming BUTTERFLY pos M's back twd
COH, close L to R; step side R twd RLOD,
draw L to R using 2 cts keeping wgt on R
ft and release M's L and '4"s R hands.
9-12 Fwd Waltz (W RF Spin); Fwd Waltz; Fwd
Waltz (W RF Spin); Fwd, Face, Close (to
Butterfly);
Repeat action of meas 1-4.
13-16 (Vine) Side, Behind, Side; Thru (to Open);
Draw, Flare; Turn, Face, Close (to Butterfly); Side, Draw, —;
Repeat action of meas 5-8 except at the
end of meas 16 maintain Butterfly pos.

(For part "13,' please turn page)
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PART B
17-20 (Canter) Side, —, Close; Wrap, 2, 3 (Facing Wall); (Canter) Fwd, Close; Unwrap, 2, 3 (to Butterfly Sidecar);

In canter rhythm step side L twd LOD,
hold 1 ct, close R to L;keep both hands
joined lowering M's L and W's R simultaneously raising M's R and W's I to
bring them thru and over W's head and
down XIF as M steps L,R,L in place and
W wraps into lowered arms (W steps
twd LUU and LOH in 3 steps R,L,R turning 1/2 RF) to M's L side ending in WRAP
pos both facing wall;maintain Wrap pos
and in canter rhythm step fwd R twd
wall, hold 1 ct, close L to R;releasing M's
R and W's L hands and keeping other
hands joined at W's waist M assists W
into LF unwrap turn as M steps R,L,R in
place turning to face diag twd LOD and
wall (W turns in 3 steps L,R,L to face diag
twd RLOD and COH) ending in BUTTERFLY SIDECAR pos.
21-24 Twinkle, 2, 3; Twinkle, 2, 3; Twinkle, 2,
3, M around, 2, 3 (W Spot Turn) (to Butterfly Banjo);

Start M's L and dance 3 waltz twinkles
prog LOD: Diag out; diag in; diag out to
end in BUTTERFLY BANJO pos M facing
diag twd COH and LOD; releasing M's L
and W's R hands M walks around W to
outside of circle (1/2 RF) as W does a 1/2
LF spot turn under raised M's R and W's
L hands to assume BUTTERFLY BANJO
pos M facing diag twd RLOD and wall (W
facing diag twd LOD and COH).
25-28 Twinkle, 2, 3; Twinkle, 2, 3; Twinkle, 2,
3, Twinkle, 2, 3 (to Closed);
Start back on M's L and dance 4 waltz

twinkles prog LOD: diag in; diag out;
diag in;diag out and assume CLOSED
pos adjusting to end M's back twd LOD.
29-32 (R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz
Turn; Twirl, 2, 3 (to Open-Facing);

Prog down LOD starting back on M's L
dance 3 RF turning waltzes 11/2 turns; M
prog LOD with 1 fwd waltz as W does
RF twirl under lead hands to end in
OPEN-FACING pos M's back twd COH.
DANCE ENTIRE ROUTINE FOR A TOTAL
OF THREE TIMES
Ending: Last time thru on meas 29-32 dance 2
RF turning waltzes to face wall;M steps
LRL in place as W twirls RF in 3 steps to
face partner;change hands and point free
ft twd partner to ACKNOWLEDGE.
FOLDING BACK #1

By Gordon Blaum, Miami, Florida
One and three square thru four hands around
Centers in, fold the ends
Lead couple go left, next coupie right
Left square thru four hands with those two
Gents left square thru four hands in the middle
Girls divide and pass one girl
Allemande left
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MORE SWINGING DEAL

By Fred Christopher, St. Petersburg, Florida
Forward eight and back to town
Four ladies chain three-quarters round
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Go up and back, bend the line, pass thru
Bend the line, star thru
Do sa do go full around
Swing thru when you come down
First by the right, then the left
Girls turn back
Wheel and deal you're not thru yet
Dive thru, square thru three-quarters man
Corners all, left allemande
SAY WHEN

By Bob Hayden, Lake Jackson, Texas
First and third bow and swing
Lead on out to the right of the ring
Circle half and dive thru
Pass thru, right and left thru the outside two
Inside two California twirl
Two ladies chain, turn 'em around
Then square thru four hands in the center
of the floor
Now count one more, left allemande
ALLEMANDE LEFT AND A LITTLE BIT MORE

By J. C. Skeen, Sapulpa, Oklahoma
One and three lead to the right
Circle up four and hang on tight
Head gents break and hear them squeal
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Centers pass thru across the floor
Allemande left a little bit more
Boys join hands make an ocean wave
Balance up and back there Dave
Break in the middle, turn half about
Ladies chain and give a little shout
Turn the girls to a line of four
Forward up and back once more
Cross trail and U turn back
Just the ends left allemande
There's your honey go right and left grand
Every other girl, every other hand
CONTRA CORNER
RORY O'MOORE

Author Unknown
Suggested Music: Folk Dancer 127
1, 4, 7 active, NOT crossed over
— — Actives cross, go down the outside
— — — — Below two couples and into the middle
Up the middle, cross back to place, cast off, join
right and balance
Balance, then slide to the right, — — join left
and balance
Balance, then slide to the left, — — turn contra
corners (Partner right, right opposite left,

partner right, left opposite left)
— — — , Back to your own, join right and
balance
Balance, then swing and whirl — — — —
Swing your girl, put her back in line
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CLOVER LEAF CROSS TRAIL
By Joe Prystupa, Feeding Hills, Massachusetts
Side couples right and left thru
Side couples half square thru
Circle up four with the outside two
Side gents break and make a line
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru make a clover leaf you do
Double pass thru
Cross trail, lines of four facing out
You wheel and deal
Girls U turn back, left allemande
Right to your honey, right and left grand
SHORT ALAMO
By Joe Barcelow, Ionia, Michigan
Four ladies chain, a grand chain four
Turn 'em around we'll dance a little more
Walk all around your left hand lady
See saw your pretty little taw
Allemande left like an aiamo
Catch partner's right and balance so
Rock it up and you rock it back
Swing by the right to the outside track
Balance out and back you go
Swing by the left and do sa do
All the way around and lead to the left
Allemande left
HEADS ALLEMANDE THAR
By Willard Orlich, Akron, Ohio
Heads to the middle, right hand star
Turn corner left for an allemande thar
Heads back up a right hand star
Shoot the star all the way around
Heads star right across the town
Opposite one allemande thar
Heads back up a right hand star
Eight roll away a half sashay
Heads back up same way
Shoot the star, pass one
Swing the next and promenade
Heads wheel around, right and left thru
Roll away a half sashay
Half square thru, right and left grand
ARKANSAS NAVY
By Julius King, Lexington, Massachusetts
Heads go forward, back with you
Pass thru and separate
Round one make a line of four
Forward up and back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Girls in the middle, U turn back
Do sa do the opposite two
Ocean wave and color it blue
Rock forward up and back with you
Ends trade places, hear 'em squeal
Centers turn back, wheel and deal
With the ones you face star thru
Promenade, don't slow down
One and three wheel around
Pass thru to the next old two
Star thru and a left allemande
Come to the right, a right and left grand
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ARKY STYLE
REVERSE EIGHT CHAIN THRU
By Jack Smith, Independence, Missouri
Side ladies chain to the right
Turn the girls don't take all night
One and three lead right, circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back that way, do a
half sashay
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Center four pass thru
Eight chain thru on a reverse track
Girls turn boys on the end of the line
Up one side, down the other brother
When you get back to mother
Don't just stand
Do a right and left grand
KINNANE D
By Ralph Kinnane, Birmingham, Alabama
One and three pass thru around one
Into the middle, box the gnat
Pass thru and swing thru two by two
Girls fold (behind men)
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, pass thru
Wheel and deal then substitute
Pass thru and swing thru
Men fold (behind girls)
Double pass thru
Centers in and cast off three-quarters
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Substitute, box the gnat
Square thru three-quarters
Allemande left
SINGING CALL
YOU'RE THE BOSS
By Ed Keen
Record: Windsor 4827, Flip instrumental with
Al Brundage
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK and CLOSER
Bow to your partners, swing in tranquility
Promenade 'em, as tho they were nobility
Promenade home and your woman agrees
You can cook the supper any way that you please
Left allemande weave around the square
You're the boss until you meet her there
Promenade home and your woman agrees
Fold the baby's diapers any way that you please
FIGURE
Heads go up and back, do sa do your opposite
All the way around else you ain't a-rockin' it
Swing thru, your woman agrees
Swing thru again any way that you please
Rock it back then you cross trail thru
Corners swing, promenade the ring
You make the decisions, yours is the final one
She can tell you how the dishes should be done
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle Break, Figure twice for sides, Closer
TAG ENDING
You can fold the baby's diapers any way that
you please
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FOLD BACK FINALE
By Wendell Abbott, Stockbridge, Michigan
Two head ladies chain you do
Same two couples a right and left thru
Same four will square thru
Four hands around and when you do
Just right and left thru the outside two
Then circle four with the same two
Side men break to a line of four
Go forward eight and back once more
Now pass thru and ends fold
Centers turn back to a left allemande
Here we go right and left grand
Hand over hand a right and left grand
WHO YA LOOKIN` AT?
By Darrell Figg, Traverse City, Michigan
Four ladies chain three-quarters round
Turn this girl with an arm around
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Forward eight and back away
Roll away with a half sashay
Forward eight and back that way
The center two, you roll away
Forward eight and back in time
Pass thru and bend the line
Forward up and back with you
Forward again and star thru
Outside two California twirl
Star thru, star thru again
Who ya lookin' at? Left allemande
BETTYBEALERT
By C. B. McCullar, San Luis Obispo, California
One and three square thru three-quarters round
Separate go around one, come into the middle
Double pass thru, substitute
California twirl all eight of you
Double pass thru
Clover leaf that's what you do
Then double pass thru
First couple go right, next go left
Pass thru the first you meet
Then on to the next and pass thru
(facing out in lines of four)
Go forward eight and back with you
Then wheel and deal two by two
Center four pass thru, allemande left
CONFUSION
SMALL SAM
By Sam Stead, Lethbridge, Alta., Canada
One and three half square thru
Do sa do the outside two
To an ocean wave and rock it there
Acey ducey round the square
Swing thru on your toe and heel
Men turn alone and wheel and deal
Do sa do the one right there
Now acey ducey around the square
Swing thru on your toe and heel
Girls turn around and wheel and deal
Inside arch and dive thru man
Pass thru, left allemande
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CONTRA-VERSIAL
By Bruce Johnson, Santa Barbara, California
Head ladies chain
Dixie style to an ocean wave
Pass thru, do sa do
Swing thru to an ocean wave
Swing thru once again and balance
Ends cross over, centers turn back
Wheel and deal to face those two
Dive thru, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
FOLDING BENDS
By George Vagtborg, San Diego, California
One and three lead to the right
Circle four, make a line
Bend the line
Centers fold, star thru
Bend the line
Centers fold, star thru
Bend the line
Ends fold, star thru
Cast off three-quarters round
Make new lines, left alemande

L

SINGING CALL

THE FOX
By Dude Sibley, Cottage Grove, Oregon
Record: Sets in Order 142, Flip instrumental
with Dude Sibley
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK and CLOSER
One and three promenade tonight
Half way round on a chilly night
Lead to the right, circle to a line
Go up and back to town-o
Town-o, town-o
Pass thru, wheel left
Promenade around-o
One and three wheel you do
Star thru, right and left thru
Now swing that girl that's facing you
Promenade around-o
Round-o, round-a
Like a fox you're sharp tonight
With the cutest girl in town-o
FIGURE
One and three lead to the right
Circle to a line on a chilly night
Without a stop square thru
Four hands around-o
Round-o, round-a
Swing and whirl the girl you meet
Then circle left around-o
Allemande left if you dare
Do sa do, she's waiting there
Bow down to the lady fair
Then promenade the town-o
Town-o, town-o
Like a fox you're sharp tonight
With the cutest girl in town-o
SEQUENCE: Openei, Fiyure twice with heads
active, Middle Break, Figure twice with sides
active, Closer
TAG ENDING
The sweetest girl in town
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ILLUSTRATED BASIC
MOVEMENTS OF
SQUARE DANCING

41*1

I Mb by

HANDBOOKS
STORY OF
SQUARE DANCING

fkikifii0dioN INDOCTRINATION
HANDBOOK

HANI):#300K

RECORD PARTY
Contains 71 illustrations
on all the popular basic
movements used today. A "must"
for new dancers.

SQUARE DANCE PARTY FUN
CLUB ORGANIZATION HANDBOOK

15c each-$10.00 per 100 postpaid

Designed especially

HANDBOOK
PLANNING

PUBLICITY
HANDBOOK

for new dancers,
a valuable help to all dancers.
15c each-$10.00 per 100 postpaid

25c each
postpaid

DECALS

NAME TAGS

Yellow and brown, 5c
each. 16 or more, postpaid. Include a self-addressed stamped envelope for order
of less than 16 decals.

For use at festivals or
dubs. Choose from
two designs (A or B).
Printed on goldenrod
stock. Minimum order
100 of same design.

NEW BASIC CHECK LISTS
Aids the Teacher in Planning Lessons
12 for 35c postpaid

BUMPER
STRIPS

r. HAVE FUN

SQUARE DANCING

4" x 12" Bright Red-Orange. Long
lasting. 35c ea. or 2 for 50c postpaid

56
11

100 for $2.75 postpaid

SQUARE &
ROUND DANCE
DIPLOMAS
Beautifully designed (8 1/2 x 11) appropriately worded for teachers to
give to their students. 10c each
minimum order of 10 ... State type.
Add 20c postage with each order.

RECOGNITION PIN

PARTY NAPKINS

Black and silver double linked
square identifies you as a square
$1.10 each
dancer. Safety clasp.
postpaid

Refreshment size (9"x 9")
50 in a package
. 65c
Luncheon size (12"x 12")
50 in a package
75c

VELCO SLO-DOWN

SQUARE DANCE STATIONERY

BINDERS

FOR SLIPPERY FLOORS

Preserve your Sets in Order.
Each binder holds 12 issues
and includes rods to hold
magazines in place. Red
Leatherette. $2.20 postpaid

16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
or 11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
1.50 (Calif. only)
2.00 in Canada

COLORFUL - ATTRACTIVE
Correspondence Size 81/4"x 6"
18 Printed Sheets,
Per Pack
8 Unprinted Sheets,
98c
18 Envelopes
Postpaid
Note Size 4"x 5"
12 Notes & Env., Per Pack, 65c pp.

SUBSCRIPTION CERTIFICATES

ROUND DANCE POSITION CHARTS

Four month subscription to Sets in Order for $1.00.
Ideal gift or door prize. Postpaid.

Illustrations of twelve most common round dance
positions. 100 for $3.00, postpaid.

SETS IN ORDER, 462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.

Sets in Order 1 year subscription $3.70 Renewal ❑ New

❑

Sets in Order Year Book No. 3

2.10

Velco Slo-Down

1.75 ❑

Sets in Order Year Book No. 5

2.35

Spee-Dup

1.75 ❑

Sets in Order Year Book No. 6

2.60

Subscription Certificates

SETS IN ORDER YEAR BOOK 1964

1.35

Decals (Brown and Yellow)

American Round Dancing (a text)

1.60

Basic Check Lists (for callers) 12 sheets

Hamilton's Roundance Manual

4.10

Name Tags (Indicate Design A or B)

Story of Square Dancing

.25

Record Party Handbook

.25

Planning Square Dance Party Fun
PUBLICITY HANDBOOK

0

171

Indoctrination Handbook
.25

Sets in Order Binder

2.20

Bumper Strip

.35 ea. ❑

0

LEARN TO SQUARE DANCE POSTERS, 12 for $1

.25

Club Organization Handbook

S/D Diplomas (Min. order of 10)
R/D Diplomas (Min order of 10)

.
25

ILLUS. BASIC MOVEMENTS OF SQUARE DANCING

0

Recognition Pin

1.10

Round Dance Position Chart, per 100

3.00

Party Nakpins:
9" x 9", 1 pack .65 ❑
12" x 12", 1 pack .75 ❑

Stationery:
81/4" x 6"

.98

4" x 5"

65

2 for .50 0

Don't like to cut up your magazine? Then send your order by letter.

Please send me t
he items I
have checked.
I enclose check or money order for

ORDER FORM

E
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the East Coast at Roy Keleigh's Hayloft in Asbury Park, N. J. Our president, Henry Knobloch, wrote to the Delta Drifters but the letter
was returned. Will the Deltas please contact
Keleigh at 908-1st Ave. and give their complete address? We would like to know if the
log should be returned or sent on to Florida.
We found the log very interesting.
Carolyn Bahr
Neptune, N. J.
Dear Editor:
. . . Where does a widow fit into square dancing? For a time it seemed like the recreation
and hobby I had learned to love so much would
have to be sacrificed but since coming to California from Nebraska I have met square dancers who have taken me to their clubs and were
wonderful to me. Then, I was invited to the
Bachelors
Bachelorettes. It took a lot of
courage to go the first time and to overcome
my inhibitions, but it was well worth the effort.
Again I am convinced that square dancers
are the friendliest people and, "Friendship is
square dancing's greatest reward." I know now
that square dancing can continue to be a part
of my life, making it richer and fuller through

(Letters continued from page 3)

as we believe that S.I.O. coming in regularly
keeps up the enthusiasm in square dancing . . .
We in far-off places need the help of a magazine like S.I.O. gives.
George L. McNett
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Dear Editor:
. . . We talked our club into taking Sets in
Order for the Club President as we think it
contains many ideas they could use. At the
time we formed the club we used your Club
Organization Handbook as our guide . . .
Louise Jardine
East Millmocket, Maine
Dear Editor:
May I take this opportunity to personally
tell you how much our Islamandairs enjoy Sets
in Order. We certainly have taken many suggestions from your magazine .
Clara Whittle
Summerside, Prince Edward Island,
Canada
Dear Editor:
On November 16 the "Drifting Log" of the
Delta Drifters in Antioch, California, reached
6 •

Let Your Square Dance Clothier Help You
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AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 West Main, Alhambra, California
ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
433 N. Washington Ave., Royal Oak, Michigan
BILL & VALS CARRIAGE HOUSE
140 E. Butler Ave., Chalfont, Bucks County, Penn.
BOB JOHNSTON WESTERN WEAR
5701 Atlantic Ave., Long Beach 5, Calif.
BONEY'S S/DANCE & WESTERN WEAR
Corner So. Slappey & Whitney, Albany, Georgia
COUNT'S WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C.
CIRCLE EIGHT WESTERN WEAR
195 N. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif.
DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., North Canton, Ohio 44720
DIXON'S WESTERN WEAR
1112 W. Broad St., Falls Church, Virginia
DUDES & DOLLS S.D. & WESTERN WEAR SHOP
7 S. Ritter Ave., Indianapolis 19, Indiana

JEANNE AND PHIL'S
St. Anthony Village Shop'g Gtr., Indianapolis 18, Ind.
KAY WILSON
5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis 17, Minn.
THE OX YOKE SHOP
56 Winthrop St., Tariffville, Conn.
THE PROMENADE SHOP
12401 S.E. Division St., Portland 33, Oregon
RAY WESTERN WEAR
Rock Springs Road, Decatur, Ill.
SQUARE DANCE and GIFT SHOP
28933 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe, Ohio
SQUARE DANCE AND RECORD SHOP
U.S. Route 20, 4 miles East of Geneva, Ohio
SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy. 42, Sharonville, Ohio
VERNIE'S DRESS SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave., Seattle 9, Wash.
VIVIAN PORTER'S WESTERNWEAR
1320 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino, Calif.

STORES handling square dance clothing are welcome to write
Sets in Order for information regarding a listing on this page.
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Sets in Order magazines may
be purchased at these stores.
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new friends that help to fill the void after being left alone.
With this renewed interest in square dancing
I am looking forward to receiving Sets in Order
again.
Selda Barnes
Northridge, Calif.
Dear Editor:
I especially want to thank you for the article
on the Jubilaires Demonstration Group in the
November, 1963, Sets in Order. Even though
I have resigned as co-caller and business manager of the group I still feel a part of them and
know the article was a real "shot in the arm"
to that hard-working group.
Betty Herman
Santa Clara, Calif.
Dear Editor:
My taw and I graduated in November, 1961,
in a class sponsored by the Madrid Squares in
Spain. Due to the lack of experienced callers
in the area when our callers left in May, 1962,
I started to instruct and call for the Madrid
Squares, becoming the club caller in December. Since returning to the States last July I
have become a regular caller at the Dudes and

Dames here in Salina. . . . It has been work but
as anything having to do with square dancing,
it has also been fun. It would have been nearly
impossible without Sets in Order and the Basic
Movements book . . .
If possible I would like to say hello to all the
former Madrid Squares . . .
Thelma and Bob Crawford
Gypsum, Kansas
Dear Editor:
We especially enjoyed the article, "Include
the Young Folks" by Floyd and Norma Reed,
in the January issue of Sets in Order.
We also say let's keep square dancing as a
family affair. Home is where the heart is and
to preserve our homes and our hearts we need
more family activities . . . America was founded
with family activity and square dancing; let's
keep our American heritage . . .
Edward and Mary Haggett
Mangum, Okla.
Dear Editor:
. . . It seems to me that too much is being
said about "Why not get back to the good old
days," or "Why are the callers teaching Wheel
a Cross, etc., etc." All this is coming out in the

LATEST RELEASE
ROUND DANCE
#8197 LONESOME LIFE (Lonesome Two Step)
SAN FRANCISCO TO CAPE COD
#8198 SINGING CALL
LONESOME SQUARE Flip Instrumental
Caller: Joe Boykin

MUSIC BY THE ART JONES TRIO
Now available at your favorite record store

Send 5 cents for complete listing to OLD TIMER RECORD CO., INC., 708 East Weldon Ave.
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011
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Sgowte aVaptee 54ed Pry
SHUFIT
Featuring an elasticized binding
that hugs the foot. With a shoe
horn tab.

seeeder

LITEFOOT
The eyeleted and laced shoe. A 3 oz. shoe
made of glove leather featuring our 1/2
in. Celetite heel, in our rainbow of colors.

SIZES: MEDIUM, 4 to 9; NARROW, 4 TO 9; LARGE 91/2 TO 11 ($1.00 EXTRA)
PRICE: BLACK OR WHITE $5.95
COLORS $6.95
GOLD OR SILVER $9.95
NO C.O.D.'s PLEASE. ADD 40c Postage and Handling.
Californians, add 4% Sales Tax.
New Address — Larger Quarters for Faster Service

•

6311 YUCCA STREET
air HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

Loiagee

national magazines and newsletters and it is
not all true. Most of the callers are still teaching basics like right and left thru, box the gnat
and square thru; we are still dancing the people so why waste good space in the magazines
yakking" about the so-called bad things.
Tell the dancers we are dancing and dancing to music; we are not driving dancing away,
nor leaving them standing. For the more experienced dancers we are giving them good
samples of Swing Thru, the odd Arkie figure,
and interesting patterns but on the over-all pic"

WAWA/ AVAIII/2/7,14 .0%1141.4/10111R1404.0111,41KNAROWIMP

WRITE FOR
BROCHURE

MAIL ORDER
ONLY

ture we are working for the dancers, having
realized that we did drive some away by trying to call the latest and greatest, but that is
all by the board.
We callers love our dancers so tell them
we are having fun and enjoying our dances
more than ever before.
Earle Park
Yorkton, Sask., Canada
Dear Editor:
... In the January issue of one of the other
square dance magazines a writer said some-

Ares

ROPICAL
WIRLERS

DANCE CLUB NAME SLOT BADGES
Made of light weight, clear plastic, with pictures of
dancers or club symbols in colors.
This badge can be supplied to a member immediately

RAMEY AIR FORCE BASE
PUERTO RICO

5

simply by typing, printing or writing his name on the
blank slot insert card and slipping it into the patented

JEANETTE
ANDERSO

NEW larger slot
for wearer's name.

s lot.

All fitted with jeweler's safety
clasp pins.
•

ENGRAVED BADGES FOR PERSONAL OR CLUB USE
Engraved badges have white letters on black
or colored plastic.

RICHARD
MILLER

Badges for officers, callers, callers' wives, etc., plus a large selection of
comical "GOOFIES"

LOWELL, MASS.

(All badges illustrated in reduced size.)

Name and

Town or

A

Club /.

IcAl
DOROTHY
4,
only
• WESTERN PLASTIC PRODUCTS• Name
70c ea.
LAUER
1703 MAGNOLIA AVE., LONG BEACH 13, CALIF.
Write us
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NEWCOMB
TR-1640M-E2

TR-1625

40 Watt Amplifier

25 Watt Amplifier

Callers' net $220.00

Callers' net $139.50

List Price $329.75

List Price $209.00

Prepaid anywhere in U.S. if check accompanies order.
Penna. add 5% sales tax

RECORDS
We sell all round and
square dance record
labels postpaid.

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER

thing about Sets in Order being started in
1950, several years after that particular publication. What gives? We have every issue since
the beginning and our Vol. I, Number one reads
November 1948 ...
Marion Ogilvie
Kansas City, Mo.
You're right of course. When Sets in Order started
back in '48 there were a handful of mimeographed
publications. Since then, the others have either
changed editors several times or switched to regular printing methods, or both, Editor.

BOX 135, NORTH BEND, PA.
Phone 923-0134

Dear Editor:
We fully agree that the Illustrated Basic
Movements of Square Dancing is a must for
new dancers. And it comes in mighty handy to
some of us who have been dancing for a while,
too.
Mrs. Jo Gierok
St. Paul, Minn.
Dear Editor:
Congratulations on your decision to change
the appearance of Sets in Order to emphasize
Square Dancing. We still get as big a thrill as

VI
A RELAXED ROCKIN' RHYTHM DANCE
Flip Inst. S.I.O. 143

JOHNNY
LeCLAIR
RECORDS
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NEW COLORS AND LOOKS FOR YOUR NAME BADGES
STYLE No. 1
DANCERS 3/4" high
BADGE SIZE 11/2"x 2 1/4"
With Safety Clasp Pin

STYLE No. 2
YOURTOWN
AND STATE

DANCERS 1" high

Black - Red - Blue - Metallic Blue - Brown - Silver Gray
or Green Badge with White Lettering & Border. White
Badge with Black, Red or Blue Lettering; Yellow Badge
with Black or Blue and Silver with Black Lettering and
Bevelled Border.
PLEASE ORDER BY STYLE NUMBER AND BE SURE
TO
rt41"11r.
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Either Style No. $1.00 inch or 6 of any Ce!er $5.00.

CHOICE OF GOLD OK
SILVER (Metal) DANCERS
ON EACH BADGE

Note: All 6 must be the same style and same name and
town. Postage prepaid.

OTHER DESIGNS — WRITE FOR DETAILS

The !UREIC CO.

YOURTOWN. AND STATE

ever receiving the official magazine of Square
Dancing.
Billy and Dorothy Vandiver
Marshall, Mo.
Dear Editor:
. . . Dancing is strong and healthy thruout
the Valley, with some small pockets fading due
to a variety of reasons. Anywhere there's a good
caller, he's busy — where there is none, dancing
is falling off . . .
Al and Norma Berry
Chilliwack, B.C., Canada

Box 371, Champaign, Illinois

Dear Editor:
. . . Let me again say that I have thoroughly
enjoyed Sets in Order Magazine and that I feel
your magazine's approach to rating new records is the best and most accurate.
Bob Augustin
New Orleans, La.
WHO'S DANCING NEXT SUMMER —
AND WHERE?

In many square dance areas throughout the
country, summer dancing assumes quite a different aspect from that enjoyed during the

TWO EXCITING POST CONVENTION TOURS
FROM LOS ANGELES
July 26th returning Aug. 8th
TO

HAWAII

MEXICO

Caller and Tour
Conductor:
JOHNNY WHITE
Accompanied by:
Dick & Marge
Steinhauer

Caller and Tour
Conductor:
BOB & DEDE TRIPP

Price includes:
ROUND TRIP JET AIR FARE
SIGHTSEEING — HOTEL — LEI GREETING
LUAU and SQUARE DANCING

All for $29900
•
OUTER ISLAND EXTENSION
(Maui, Hawaii, and Kauai)
$166.00 ADDITIONAL
Includes: Air and Land Transportation,
Hotels, Sightseeing for Six Days.
For further information on tours
or transportation to and from the
Convention . . . write to:
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Just $24900
Price includes:
ROUND TRIP
JET AIR FARE
SIGHTSEEING

(Mexico City, Xochimilco, Cuernavaca, Taxco)
HOTELS and SQUARE DANCING
•
ACAPULCO EXTENSION
$47.00 ADDITIONAL
Includes: Transportation, 13 Meals and
Hotel for Four Nights.

MARCHANT TRAVEL SERVICE
P.O. BOX 398
CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA
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The Keys To Calling
By Don Bell and Bob Dawson
A hard-bound textbook written exclusively for beginning or experienced
callers and teachers. Complete course with home study lessons. Rated
"Excellent" by top leaders.

.95-

Ineu_cles postage _a_n_d_htmciting —Canadians add–current exchange —
Floridians add 3% sales tax Air mail add $1.12 —Send check or
money order to:

"THE KEYS TO CALLING" 4715 Greenwich Drive, Sarasota, Florida

winter season. In the warmer areas outdoor
dancing becomes the thing to do or perhaps
clubs confine their dancing to less frequent
meetings in air conditioned halls. Whatever the
situation is, Sets in Order plans to list, as an additional service, the schedule of summer dance
listings for the benefit of many traveling dancers as well as for interested local dancers. If
you would like your schedule to appear, forward your listings including night of the week,
time, place and anything else pertinent, by
April 25. The schedule is planned for the June

issue of Sets in Order, as space permits. Send
information to Summer Dance Schedules, Sets
in Order, 462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles
48, California.
ROUNDS OF THE MONTH

Round dances of the month as chosen for
the month of January in key areas of the country show some consistency this time, with certain numbers named in several spots. In Kansas the Round Dance Assn. chose I Hum a
Waltz and Sunny Side; the R.D.T.A. of Michigan chose Sunny Side, as did the Battle Creek

Meg Sinthini
Everything for the Square Dancer
VERY VERY FULL
SHOW OFF THE BEAUTY OF
YOUR BOUFFANT SKIRTS
TRIPLE TIERED PETTICOAT
ALL BOTTOMS BOUND
Nylon Lace over two nylon net underskirts.
White/White Binding
White/Multi-Color Binding
Black/Black Binding
Black/Multi-Color Binding
Yellow/Yellow Binding
Red/Red Binding
Mint/Mint Binding
$5.95
NEW .. . Rainbow Colored Lace over
two white nylon net underskirts.
Vivid multi-colored binding on
$6.95
all skirts
Sizes: Petite-Small, Small, Medium,
Large, X-Large and Tall-Large
(Please give height, waist and hip
measurements)

111e9 Siinhin3
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

t595

119 Allen Street, Hampden, Mass.
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WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE AN ADDITION TO OUR RECORDING STAFF
JON JONES of Arlington, Texas calls
WINGS OF AN ANGEL (The Prisoner's Song)
SL-113 Flip/instrumental
HAVE YOU HEARD

SL-1 12 GIMME A LITTLE KISS
Flip/Instrumental by Melton Luttrell

SQUARE L
RECORD CO.

La jolia Cr.
Ft. Worth 16, Texas

or

51901 (An L - P)

8512
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AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RECORD DEALER

DANCES THAT DANCE * MUSIC YOU CAN CALL TO * FINEST QUALITY RECORDS

Callers' Club. The Minnesota Federation chose
Keep it Sunny for square dancers; Fooled
Again for round dancers. The R.D.T.A. of
Southern California came up with Bossa Nova
for square dancers; Wondering for round
dancers. The Northern California R.D.T.A.
chose Pennsylvania Waltz for January and February. In D.C. the R.D.T.A. named Mrs. Bailey
(Easy) ; Lonesome 2-Step (Int.) ; Beautiful
Lady (Adv.). Toledo (Ohio) Callers picked
Lonesome 2-Step, too, and the Washington
Federation chose Pennsylvania Waltz, as did the

Wisconsin Federation. The Florida R.D. Council picked Tagalong; the Umpqua Area of the
Oregon Federation liked Western Swing.
QUOTATIONS ON THE DANCE
Folk Dance Guide, in its 13th Annual Edi-

tion, comes up with some wonderful quotations on dancing, several of which are shared
with you here.
"Let us dance more, but let us win more
beauty in our dancing as in our lives. The true
artist — dance or what you will strives ever
—
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Ask for our Holiday Mail Order Catalog of Square Dance Fashions
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QUICK AS A BUNNY!- WELL NOT REALLY! WE'RE QUICKER!
. . . WITH HOP HOP HOPPING FAST 'INSTANT" SERVICE TO YOU!

Our truck goes to the Post Office every hour to give you
this Instant Record Service. 99% of our orders are shipped
the same day they are received. We have the biggest
stock of Square and Round Dance Records in the U. S.
— over a quarter of a million. Drop in and count 'em
sometime.

FOR EMERGENCY SERVICE YOU MAY PHONE
AREA CODE (201) 622-0025 -AND
RECEIVE PROMPT AIR MAIL SHIPMENT.

AIR MAIL
NEEDLE
SERVICE
DIAMOND NEEDLE

$3.

DIAMOND CARTRIDGE

$6.

BY MR MAIL P.P.

DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 BROAD STREET

NEWARK 14, NEW JERSEY

for more beauty. Let us therefore become a
world of true artists as we are becoming a
world of dancers; for it is by the substitution
of beauty for ugliness, in the intangible things
as well as the visible, that we dance a little
nearer to happiness and to perfection."
—Anna Pavlova

Square Dance Dresses
Mother and Daughter Dresses
Peasant Dresses,
Peasant Blouses and Skirts
Square Dance Skirts
Ready to wear and made to order . . . Send
for brochure and name of local supplier.

1460 WASHINGTON AVENUE

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

JOY!

That's all .

TEL. JF 8-8794

"Rhythm which is the expression of order
and symmetry, penetrates by way of the body
into the soul, and into the entire man, revealing to him the harmony of his whole personality."
—Plato
"A nation's character is typified by its dances."
—Confucius

just JOY!

That's the name of the music that Fred wrote.
That's The name of The dance that Dena wrote.
That's what we said when we danced it —
without even a walk-through — "Joy!"

"On with the dance! Let joy be unconfined;
No sleep till morn, when Youth and
Pleasure meet,
To chase the glowing hours with flying
—Lord Byron
feet."

#259 JOY — a simple waltz by Dena M. Fresh
#260 THE ANNIVERSARY TWO-STEP — on 45,
by request.
Both dances designed ilbr people who like people.
Ask for our catalog.

2100 Ska

RECORDINGS, INC.
W Box 203, Colorado Springs,
Colorado 80901

VELCO

STOP

MEANS SAFETY
NO DUST — NO PARAFFIN

SLIPPERY
DANCE FLOOR
SE

SILO-DOWN
af fidca

NO ABRASIVES

16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN

or
11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
1.50 (Calif. only)
2.00 in Canada

J. V. SUPPLY
P.O. Box 69894
Los Angeles 69, Calif.

GOLDEN
SQUARE

WHICH CALLER PLAYS WHAT?
Joe Lewis plays a smooth accordion; Lee
Helsel a peppy guitar; Bruce Johnson is at home
on the piano — and so it goes. Many square
dance callers have come from musical backgrounds and it has unquestionably aided their
calling proficiency. Sets in Order would like to
know what other callers across the land play
instruments — either in their calling activity or
professionally in some other way or for their
own enjoyment. If you are such a one, please
write details — and send a picture, if possible —
to Musical Callers, c/ o Sets in Order, 462 N.
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif. We
want to know about you.

NEW RELEASES

irroftworbeil.0%."..*

No. 6019—HONKY TONK GIRL Flip Instrumental By Tommy Stoye, Tacoma, Wash.
No. 6018—CLIMBING UP DEM GOLDEN STAIRS Flip Instrumental By Bill Castner, Pleasant Hill, Calif.
FIRST Round Dance Release

No. 6300—FAIRY TALE

Instrumental & Flip Sides with Cues

Written by Bernie Tourigny & Jan Brunel! of Holden, Mass.
Cues by Barbara Smith of Bay Path Barn, Boylston, Mass.
Be sure and get this one. You can take the Record home and practice to Barbara's cues, and she's right
on the money with the cues. Music by the Westernaires.

GOLDEN SQUARE RECORD SERVICE
1956 SOLANO WAY, CONCORD, CALIF.
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The

Name only 60c
Name & Town
or Design 65c
Name & Town
& Design 75c

BEVERLY
HILL

Off

ANYTOWN, USA

ANY
STATE
SHAPE
$1.25
EACH

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Color — Black, White,

John Stewart — Columbia, S. C.
was closely allied to
John Stewart's introduction to square dancing for it was at the 25th wedding anniversary
of an aunt in Atlanta, Ga., in 1952, that he
first heard the call and danced the steps. Immediately he found a piece about square dancing in the paper and promptly enrolled for lessons in an Atlanta square dance class.
John joined a club there in 1953 and soon
became interested in calling. One year later
the club's regular caller resigned and John,
knowing only enough calls to get thru one evening, started out on the road to calling which
led to success therein. His first teaching experience was with a group of children in 1955.
When John was transferred to Columbia,
S. C., in 1956, he found no square dancing at
all there and set about immediately to remedy
this lack. With the cooperation of the Parks
and Recreation Department of the city John
was able to start and graduate a class of three
squares in June, 1956. Today he is called the
"Papa" of square dancing in the Columbia
area and is often booked in the neighboring
states of Georgia, Virginia, Florida, North Carolina, Tennessee and Alabama.
He promoted the Carolina Capers. Square
Dance Festival in Columbia some years ago
and the affair now has an average attendance
of over 500 dancers. In 1958 the Fontana Fun

T

Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Yellow, Walnut, Birch.

Send Check, We Pay Postage

HE SHEEN OF SILVER

PAT'S PLASTICS
BOX 847

RIFLE, COLORADO

When a Soot
won't do_
last try
this

age

The PROMENADE Shoe
IT'S NEWI
IT'S SOFT— LIGHT — FLEXIBLE!
IT'S CUSHIONED INSOLES!
IT'S SENSIBLY PRICED!
IT'S GOOD LOOK'N!

$1

2"

WIDTHS A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE

■
Sizes 6-12
COLORS — BLACK OR BROWN
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Send check or money order we pay postage.

GORDON BROTHERS
P.O. Box 841 • Hialeah, Florida

•

$6.95 in Metallic Colors:
Gold, Silver or Bronze
Sizes 4-10, Narrow or
Medium widths.

The Danciest Pair of Shoes
That ever did a Two-Step!
• Soft, Pliable Leather
• Ballet style Lacing
• Built-in Wedge for Extra
Support and Heel Elevation
• Non-Slip, Non-Stick Sole and Heel for
Safe Use on Highly Polished Floors.

SEND CHECK OR M.O.
Specify Regular Shoe Size and Color
Add 50c for Postage and Handling

Write for Free Brochure
illustrating 10 different styles.

SHE SQUARE STORE
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

817 State St.,
Springfield 9, Mass.
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AL BRUNDAGE
Presents

A SALUTE
TO THE

NEW YORK
WORLD'S
IR
Dance at FUNSTITUTE
and the FAIR —
Get an OFFICIAL SCROLL

Ourl4th Year

ruNsoluTE

AIR CONDITIONED
For your Comfort!
Everything for a "perfect" vacation. Delicious Meals, Private
Bath, Rounds Squares, Callers'
Panels, Childrens' Program, Historic Tours,
VW, .1m1 IP ^I.
1 II
I V.

—
AL BRUNDAGE VACATIONS
— Write for Details Today!

11 DOVER ROAD
DEPT. S-3
WESTPORT, CONN.

Fest was started and John became a staff
member.
John and his wife Hazel have two children,
Keith and Allen. In his off-calling hours he is
Public Relations Manager for a large chain
grocery store. He is also one of the finest gentlemen I know.
—Carl Riewaldt, Columbia, S. C.
BOOKLET ON COLORADO SQUARE
DANCING
The Colorado State Square Dance Assn. has
issued a booklet on square dancing in that

overlooking the HUDSON RIVER
at Historic WEST POINT, N.Y.
. . .1st Week — JULY 12 to 17
* AL BRUNDAGE
* LES GOTCHER
* ART HARRIS
* DUB PERRY
... 2nd Week — AUG. 9 to 14
* AL BRUNDAGE
* JACK JACKSON
* CURLEY CUSTER
* Paul and Laura MEROLA

state as a guide to newer dancers. Various subjects include proper dress, joining a club and
what is expected of members, club officers,
sample by-laws, relationship of clubs to the
state council, a history of the dance association,
notations on the National Square Dance Conventions, etc. It is a handy, useful indoctrination booklet and would be of interest to other
square dancers besides the newer ones. Jack
and Peggy Halfacre of Denver head the Publicity Committee which was responsible for the
booklet's publication.

NOTE: These new releases, as well as all other records in the MacGregor catalogue, may be
used without any additional charge or royalty except the purchase price of the record or
records. The instruction sheets may be reproduced if they are to be used in a Note Book —
Syllabus, or other bound form as a part of a Work Shop, Clinic, Seminar, etc. Taping is
unethical! Support the record companies who help to make your hobby possible by BUYING
records.

FLIP INSTRUMENTALS
#1016 "FINE AND DANDY"
called by BOB VAN ANTWERP

#1017 "MANANA"
called by VERA BAERG

#1018 "WHERE THE RIVER SHANNON FLOWS"
called by FENTON "JONESY" JONES

#1019 "ROCK-A-BYE"
called

by SCOTTY LANGLANDS

MacGREGOR RECORDS, 720 So. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90005
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DEALERS:
Please write
for prices

PLAYS
ANY RECORD
ANYWHERE
AG 4000
ENSATIONAL NEW P
•

•,.

This is really a portable — just
4 3/4 lbs.... all transistorized
and miraculously full-powered
by just six ordinary flashlight
batteries.

Distributed for the square dance field by

Y -YOU-GO

TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES, INC.
Box 16, Bath, Ohio
TRANSISTORIZRADIO and PHONO CO

Excellent Rounds
You Will Enjoy Dancing

"WHEN WE WALTZ"

"NEVER SHOULD
HAVE TOLD YOU"

by Phil and Norma Roberts
New Albany, Indiana

by Lee and Katie Billow
Severna Park, Md.

"FOREVER YOU" (waltz)

"TIC TOC MELODY"

by Orie Rouland
Detroit, Mich.
GR 14060

by Bill and Marie Brown
Hobbs, New Mexico
GR 14061

Squares With Unusual Music
Great To Dance

R P rit

45
CALLER LINE

"CASEY JONES"

"DEVIL WOMAN"

by Ray Bohn
Louisville, Ky.
flip instrumental
TOP 25076

by Gloria Rios
Westfield, Mass.
flip instrumental
TOP 25077

Manufactured by

GRE NN, INC.

Box 16, Bath, Ohio

SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN BADGES AND SQUARE DANCE JEWELRY

HERN
SPURS N "AL1F

ov

FOR
DANCING
IN

c,

C't

ALASKA
k.

.160yfir!

•
11

vz,.ricty of colors and shapes to suit your taste.
Match your favorite outfit. Also matching Bolo
Slides for the men.
Write for jewelry brochure.

Hand made of lightweight Plastic,
a gold colored dancing couple embedded in a background of glitter.
$1.10 incl. tax

. . ......44MWAORRUMW.1022.7smremaca,..

DeliRon Electronics
Box 364
Lemon Grove, California

Send sketch or idea for free sample.

WHAT ARE THEY DANCING? LAENFTOTOHVEERR

OTHER FUN BADGES
AVAILABLE FOR $1.00

SFARLPLEJANUARY

Riva, Md.—Country Squares-5 years old-8 squares—Caller, Lee Billow
Warm-Up Hash
Cross Fold/ Shuffle & Wheel
Nobody but You
City Lights
Swing Thru Patter
No Teardrops Tonight
Alley Cat
Churn the Butter/ Dixie Wave
Lamp Lighting Time
Silver Moon
Acey Ducey/Circulate

Blue Hawaii
24 Hours a Day
All Four Couple Figures
You are the One
Dancing Shadows
T-Cup Chain/ Star Twirl
Good Old Days
Devil Woman
Experim. "Big X" Figures
Centers In, Cast off %
Walkin' in My Sleep

That Happy Feeling
Dixie Cup Chain/ Peel the Deal
Beatin' My Time
Lazy Days of Summer
Dixie Grand/ Swing & Cross
Sorta Wondering
I Hum a Waltz
One Time Too Often
Double, Triple Star Thru
Something Nice

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR RECORD DEALERS
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area.
The specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in
business if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance
labels and books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are
already a dealer in square dance accessories and clothing, here's
your chance to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor
nearest you for complete details. No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
ARIZONA

GEORGIA

NEW JERSEY

OLD TIMER DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 7281, Phoenix

RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
2581 Piedmont Road N.E., Atlanta 5

DANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1159 Broad Street, Newark 14

ILLINOIS

OHIO

HERITAGE HOUSE
6400 N. Leoti Ave., Chicago 46

TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16, Bath

MICHIGAN

TEXAS

CANADA

SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27

MERRBACH RECORD SALES
323 West 14th Street, Houston

SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WHOLESALE
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C.

MISSOURI

UTAH

WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
124 W. Lockwood, St. Louis 19

VERN YATES DISTRIBUTORS
436 E. 4th South, Salt Lake City

NEBRASKA

WASHINGTON

SQUARE DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
205 South 19th St., Omaha

WESTERN DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
12301/2 Westlake Avenue N., Seattle 9

CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd., Temple City

CANADIAN MUSIC SALES
.58 Advance Road, Toronto, Ont.
GERRY HAWLEY
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.
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RECORD SALE
Unused. 45 rpm square dance records

HOEDOWNS (instrumental only)
Sunny Hills
Longhorn
ROLINUA.INICERS

Old Timer
Sets in Order
etc.

5 Assorted Records (our selection) for $1.00
Send cash, check, or money order:

Dean and Lorraine Ellis—Dallas Center, Iowa

DREVIOUS

joining a square dance
class in 1957, Dean and Lorraine Ellis had
never been interested in dancing of any kind.
They liked sports and outdoor activities such
as hunting and fishing but dancing uh-uh.
When friends tried to persuade them to join
the class they intentionally avoided the first lesson. Quite surprised by their friends' enthusiasm, they finally consented to join in and with
this decision started an entirely new way of life.
The Ellises' interest in round dancing came
when they attended their first square dance
after lessons and they set out immediately to
gain knowledge in this field. They wanted to
be able to participate in rounds and squares.
After a year of dancing they conducted their
first basic round dance class in Madrid, Iowa.
They have been teaching now for five years.
Currently they instruct two round dance clubs
in Des Moines the Rambling Rounders and
the Rhythm Rounders. They have averaged
two basic classes every year and have remained
firm in their belief that the basic movements
should be taught first before concentrating on
routines. Much emphasis is placed on proper
styling and body mechanics as well as on correct footwork.
Dean and Lorraine are members of the Cen-

r

TO THEIR

"GRAB BAG"

West Richfield, Ohio
Box 102

12 DAYS PRE-CONVENTION TO

HAWAII
DELUXE SQUARE DANCE TOUR . . . . $470.00
VIA UNITED AIR LINES JET
Four and at Half Hour Scheduled Flight
Stay at beautiful Reef Tower Hotel at Waikiki. Includes round
trip by scheduled jet flight, all hotels, two sightseeing trips at
Waikiki, Pearl Harbor Cruise, beautiful three-day tour to the
lush islands of Kauai and Hawaii, including all meals, sightseeing and transportation. Departs July 10th, returning July
21st, two days before the National Convention in Long Beach.
Lloyd and Audrey Springer of Fullerton, California, will be
your caller and tour escorts.
Limited reservations • Contact:

O'DONNELL TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
.

823 NORTH HARBOR BLVD., FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
TR 1-0610 or MA 9-3495

FREE

Square & Round Dance
Record Catalog

■ Buy Direct By Mail • 24 Hour Service
■ 12,000 Records Always In Stock
• 58 Labels

• Books & Accessories
• P.A. Systems ■
FREE BONUS OFFER.

Why Don't You Send For Your Copy Today!
12 Years Continued Service

MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7281 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011

THE ONLY SHOE FOR A REAL DANCIN' MAN!

NEW Hamomans

CORDO-BROWN-BLACK Sizes 6 to 13; widths
B to EEE. Send check or M.O. Add 50c for
postage and handling. Show size and color.
It's time for fun, pardner, so chucks those Sunday-go-to-meetin'
boots and pull on your new HOEDOWNERS. Get that dancin'
feeling with the No Slip — No Stick — No Marking shoes made
'specially for you, you dancin' man!

SRUARE STORE
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

817 State St.,
Ms

Springfield 9, Mass,
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Xattikneti

SQUARE DANCE and WESTERN SHOP

Model 581 ...Our newest petticoats made
especially for dancers who like a very, very
full petticoat. Made of special nylon designed for fullness and softness — 50 yds.
around bottom tier. Adjustable waistband
on cotton batiste top. Order by length:
22", 23", 24", 25". White. Also available:
Pink, Turquoise, Red, Coral — $13.95 ppd.

T-Strap style dance shoe
Colors: Black and White
Sizes: Med. 4 to 10
Narrow 5 to 10 4.95

Add sales tax where applicable.
Please add 50c handling charge to orders under $10.00.

8315 Wornall Road, Kansas City 14, Missouri • Phone Highland 4-3110 • Open Thurs. eves.
tral Iowa Round Dance Teachers Assn., serving this year as its president. They are also
members of the Kansas and Missouri R/D Assns.
Aside from their own area they have been
featured at festivals in Omaha, Cedar Rapids,
Sioux City, Oklahoma City and Des Moines.
They have presented material at state conventions, have appeared on panels and will instruct at the Michigan Round Dance Festival
in Detroit next May.
As choreographers they have created Our
Love Song, Moon River, Just a Little Street,

My Ideal, Catalina Waltz and Medley in %
Time. They have found a new way of life.
ROUND DANCES IN MINNESOTA
Following is a list of round dances reported
on for their popularity in Minnesota and surrounding area in The Roundup for January,
1964: For Square Dancers: Fraulein, Lucky,
Dancing Shadows, Keeshka Polka, Golden Gate
Waltz. For Round Dancers: Moon Beams Shining, Lazy Days of Summer, Pennsylvania Waltz,
Blame It on Bossa Nova, Golden Gate Waltz.
These are the leading dances in each category.

DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

3261 FLUSHING RD. • FLINT 4, MICHIGAN

THE
PROMENADE
PUMP

THE
PROMENADE
MOC

Available with either
drawstring or elastic
top. These soft sole
ribbon tie shoes have a
built-in wedge. Black,
white, red,
695
blue or pink If
Cold or silver $9.95

Perfect with squaw
dresses. The moc has
a built-in wedge with
full soft leather sole.
Black, white, red,
blue
$5.45
pink or
Gold or silver $9.45
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"She could have danced all night," so the
lady must have been wearing a Hinote
Creation. Softly pliant and matchless in
durability. If you wish to "dance all night"
you best select a Hinote Creation. Sizes,
styles and colors to match milady's wish
. . . every time!

THE HINOTE

FESTIVALS

BALLET

Soft glove leather
with elastic tops.
Pleated toe and full
leather sole with a
cookie heel. Black,
white, red,
blue or pink $5.45
Gold or sayer $9.45

Light in weight with
three-quarters soft
leather soles. Drawstring tops hold the
shoes firmly in place.
Black, white, red,
blue or
$3.75
pink
Gold or silver $5.95

PLEASE INCLUDE
35c FOR POSTAGE

SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

SQUARE GEM

I don't like to be bothered with a purse at a
dance but do like to have a comb, lipstick and
hankie handy. When making a dress I make a
pocket like the side pocket in men's pants and
insert it in the right side seam of the skirt,
catching the top in the waist band or seam.
With a ready made dress I simply open the
side seam enough to insert my hand and, using
either white or contrasting material, do the
same thing. It isn't necessary to have a perfect
match because the pocket doesn't show.
—Mrs. Geo. Kniss, Kalamazoo, Mich.

READ THIS BADGE ACROSS THE SET!

• SUZY
JOHNSON
TOWN OR CLUB

75c
Name
Only
70c
Several
Colors

A crisp new one dollar bill goes to Mrs. Kniss for her Square Gem.
We'd like to have yours.

(On the Record, continued from page 6)
round one — star right — allemande — do sa
do — corner swing — promenade.
Comment: Dance patterns are well timed, conventional and move quite smoothly. Tune selection and music lack the excitement to really put
this over. Many good callers will use this one.
Rating: *+

DIVORCE ME C.O.D. — Rockin' A 1308
Key: G
Tempo: 126
Range: High HB
Caller: J. P. Jett
Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Piano, Guitar, Accordion,
Bass, Drunls
Synopsis: (Break) Around corner — see saw partner — allemande — grand right and left — do
sa do — promenade. (Figure) Ladies chain —
heads up and back — right and left thru —
side promenade 1/2 — do sa do — ocean wave
— heads divide, star thru — swing — allemande
— promenade.
Comment: Tune was done a couple of years ago
on another label but this version does not
have as much excitement. The figure is interesting. Rating: *

AT TWO TO TWO TODAY — J Bar L 5005
Tempo: 128
Range: High HD
Key: G
Caller: Joe Lewis
Low LD
Music: Standard 2/4
Accordion, Vibes, Bass,
Guitar

Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — swing — girls star

CALLER'S
MATERIAL AVAILABLE
Revised Figures and Terms.
Caller's Roster (1963)
Training Manual
Caller's Guide
Subscriber Membership

$1.00
$1.00
$3.00
$3.00
$6.00

Order from

Square Dance Callers Assn. of So. Calif.
P. 0. Box 1024, South Gate, California

SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

DESIGN BADGES 85c to $1.00
Send for brochure . . . FREE sample

SING -LONGS

e

Special Shape
or any State

tpliJ

$1.10

JOHN SMITH
A DURABLE BADGE
OF A NEW PLASTIC . . ONLY
50c EACH Name & Town or Name Only
45c EACH ON ORDERS OF 12 OR MORE
Letter

JOHN
JOHNSON
SAN PEDRO. CALIF.

Type

as
Shown
Only
Several
Colors

ALL BADGES SAFETY CLASP PIN
WE PAY POSTAGE

BLUE ENGRAVERS
315 SEVENTH ST., SAN PEDRO, CALIF.
4% Sales Tax for Calif. orders
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LOCAL DEALERS
in RECORDS and PUBLICATIONS
Catering to Square Dancers

,Rk

ALABANtA
TC FINICK'S WESTERN Vv EAR
54-56 Government St., Mobile

*

ARIZONA
RECORDLAND
4457 East Thomas Road, Phoenix

*

CALIFORNIA
ARCADIA MUSIC MART
21 East Huntington Drive, Arcadia
MODERN RADIO
1475 Haight Street, San Francisco
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 W. Main, Alhambra

PHIL MARON'S FOLK SHOP
1531 Clay Street, Oakland 12
DAY'S SQUARE DANCE SUPPLIES
3264 Overheiser Road, Stockton
RECORD KING
4056 Victoria Ave., Los Angeles 8
RITE NOTE MUSIC STORE
276 N. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
5417 Helen Way, Sacramento 22

*

CANADA
DANCE CRAFT
455 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C.
GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.
EARLE PARK
148 2nd Ave. No., Yorkton, Sask.

*

COLORADO
S. D. RECORD ROUNDUP
3875 Wadsworth, Wheat Ridge

*

FLORIDA
BOW'S
9732 MacArthur Ct. No., Jacksonville 16
CROSS TRAIL SQUARE DANCE CENTER
4150 SW 70th Court, Miami 55

I
58

Additional Dealers on Next Paae

left — do sa do — heads lead right, circle to a
line — right and left thru — pass thru — promenade. (Figure) Allemande — promenade single
file — gents back track — partner box the gnat
— promenade — heads wheel, cross trail — U
turn back — right and left thru — whirlaway
— right and left grand — promenade.
Comment: A terrifically fast moving and close
timed dance to excellent music. Lyrics are very
well chosen. This is a re-release of one Joe put
(Jul several years ago but is right up to date.
Rating: **H-

A GUY IS A GUY — Hi-Hat 303
Key: E flat
Tempo: 128
Range: High HC
Caller: Ray Orme
Low LB
Music: 4/4 Shuffle, Piano, Trumpet, Guitar,
Drums, Bass-Guitar
Synopsis: (Figure) Ladies chain — chain back —
walk around corner — promenade — girls back
track — men step in and follow — men turn
back, swing — promenade — heads wheel —
right and left thru — star thru — right and left
thru — dive thru — star thru -- cross trail —
swing corner — walk around new corner —
see saw — left allemande — do sa do — promenade.
Comment: The combination of good music, conventional patterns and interesting use of the
lyrics of the original tune make this a dance
that many callers will like.
Rating: Produced by the reviewer

SPEEDING WEST — Top 25072
Range: High HD
Key: D
Tempo: 130
Caller: Bern Aubuchon
Low LD
Music: Standard 2/4 — Banjo, Piano, Guitar, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — do sa do — men
star left — star promenade — hub back out,
full turn — circle — allemande — grand right
and left — do sa do — promenade — swing.
(Figure) Heads square thru — do sa do —
ocean wave — swing thru — up and back —
acey ducey — up and back — box the gnat —
pull by — corner swing — promenade — swing.
Comment: Music is well played but tune is not
too easy to follow. Dance patterns are conventional and offer a good combination of
swing thru and acey ducey. Rating: *--F
LE TS
DANCE
the 14y
the

PANIC BUTTON $1.00
.s Ou!

1,4h■solid

.s pvshed, then

6, {3 POP. Ihe 11 09

PANIC
BUTTON

(choice of 22 sayings on flag)

NAME BADGES
NAME ONLY, TOWN
AND/OR CLUB

c"

UVC

We make and design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order
for our prices.
Write for brochure for full information

A TO Z ENGRAVING CO.
P. 0. Box 345
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ANYTIME — MacGregor 1011

Range: High HB
Tempo: 126
Key: C
Caller: Fenton Jones
Low LA
Music: Western 2 / 4 — Piano, Banjo, Accordion,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — whirlaway
circle — whirlaway — swing — allemande
weave — do sa do — promenade — swing.
(Figure) Heads lead right and circle to line
up and back — pass thru — wheel across —
Dixie chain — on to next — ladies chain
star thru — dive thru — pass thru — swing —
promenade — swing.
Comment: Music is par for that usually associated
with this The dance patterns are well
timed. Figure uses a "Wheel Across." The explanation of the figure is not too clear but if
the figure is used in a caller's area he may
want this one. Rating: *+

DANCING ON TOP OF THE WORLD — Grenn
12061 *
Range: High HC
Tempo: 122
Key: C
Low LC
Caller: Ron Schneider
Music: Western 2/4 — Banjo, Guitar, Piano, Bass
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop
Comment: Music is clean and well played. Dance

I

LOCAL DEALERS
in RECORDS and PUBLICATIONS
Catering to Square dancers

*

BONEY'S S/DANCE & WESTERN WEAR
Corner So. Slappey & Whitney, Albany
RECORD CENTER
2581 Piedmont Road, N.E., Atlanta 5

* ILLINOIS
ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1 A14 N Piiiricki Rmrsrl Chirrign
DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4063 Milwaukee, Chicago 41

*

I SAW THE LIGHT — Kalox 1030
Range: High HE
Tempo: 130
Key: A
Low LE
Caller: Harper Smith

PUT YOUR PETTICOAT IN A

*

The Desert

Mine Shop

164 BRIDGEPORT AVE., DEVON, CONN.
DEALER
INQUIRIES . SEND FOR OUR MAIL ORDER CATALOG •

IOWA
ELMER'S RECORD SHOP
2422 Elizabeth Avenue, Des Moines 17

*

KANSAS
EDGINGTON MUSIC CO.
217 S. Santa Fe, Salina
MISSION RECORD SHOP
5908 Woodson Rd., Mission

*

KENTUCKY
SQUARE DANCE SHOP
3119 South 4th Street, Louisville 14

*

LOUISIANA
PIONEER SHOPPE WESTERN WEAR
306 Camp St., New Orleans 12
DANCE RANCH
3850 Dublin St., New Orleans

ET I TOTE
The Zippered Plastic Bag Designed For Carrying And Storing
Your Fullest Petticoats. Keep
Them Fresh And Ready; Trav$150 eling Or At Home.

INDIANA
DUDES & DOLLS SQUARE DANCE SHOP
7 South Ritter Ave., Indianapolis 19
LAZY As SQUARE DANCE SHOP
2616 W. 16th St., Indianapolis
MAXINE'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4428 So. 7th St., Terre Haute
STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES
3600 So. Main St., Elkhart

flows nicely and figure is quite interesting.
Recorded just a little slow but callers can adRating:
just to suit.

Music: Western 2/4 — Violin, Piano, Drums, Bass,
Trumpet, Guitar, Banjo
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — chain back —
circle — allemande — do sa do — men star
left — partner swing — promenade — swing.
(Figure) Heads cross trail — turn back — square
thru — split sides, round one — star thru —
pass thru — corner swing — allemande — do
sa do — promenade — swing.
Comment: Music has lots of drive and dance patterns are good, The instrumental would make
a good hoedown and some will use it that
way. The tune sounds just a little bit like a
"jazzed up" hymn. Recorded quite high.
Rating: *+

GEORGIA

*

MASSACHUSETTS
PROMENADE SHOP
Square Acres, Rte. 106
East Bridgewater

INVITED
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LOCAL DEALERS
in RECORDS and PUBLICATIONS
Catering to Square Dancers
THE SQUARE STORE
817 State St., Springfield
MEG SIMKINS
119 Allen St., Hampden

*

MICHIGAN
B Bar B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main Street, Rochester
CROSS TRAIL RECORD SERVICE
12130 Center Road, Bath 48808
SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27

*

MINNESOTA
LOUISE MUSIC SHOP
678 Grand Avenue, Saint Paul 5
"AL" JOHNSON RECORDS
4148 10th Ave., S. Minneapolis 7

*

MISSOURI
DO-SAL SHOPPE
10402 E. 31st St., Independence
GRABO'S WESTERN SHOP
Kidder

*

MONTANA
KARU RECORDS
Box 649, Glasgow

*

NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad Street, Newark

*

NORTH CAROLINA
CAPITAL CITY RECORD CO.
4116 White Pine Drive, Raleigh

*

OREGON
GATEWAY RECORD SHOP
10013 N.E. Wasco Ave., Portland 16
LIGHT'S FOR MUSIC
521 Main St., Springfield
THE RECORD GROOVE
11952 S.E. Division St., Portland 66

*

OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 45236

Additional Dealers on Next Page
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WINGS OF AN ANGEL Square L 113
Key: C
Tempo: 128
Range: High HC
Caller: Jon Jones
Low LC
Music: Western 2/4 — Violin, Guitar, Drums,
Piano, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Complete Daisy chain pattern —
do sa do — promenade. (Figure) Heads up and
back — cross trail around two — sides right
and left thru to four in line — up and hark —
star thru — centers pass thru — swing — allemande — do sa do — promenade — swing.
Comment: Music is quite subtle and dance patterns are both well timed and interesting. The
tune selection may be depressing to some
people. Rating:**

JOSE — Kalox 1031
Tempo: 129
Range: High HD
Key: D
Low LD
Caller: C. 0. Guest
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Piano, Trumpet,
Bass, Violin, Banjo, Drums
Synopsis: Complete call printed in workshop
Comment: A real swingin' dance that is fun to
dance and great to call. Music is well balanced
and easy to follow. Recorded a little to the
high side but most callers will be able to do it.
Rating: *'(+

YOU'RE THE BOSS — Windsor 4827 *
Range: High HD
Tempo: 133
Key: C sharp
Low LC
Caller: Al Brundage
Piano, Guitar, Drums, Bass,
Music: Calypso 4/4
—

Bongo, Rhythm Devices
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop
Comment: Interesting lyrics and unusual rhythm
will put this in a "novelty" class. Callers will
have to work on this one to make the words
meter out and to get the "swing" of it.
Rating:

THE FOX — Sets in Order 142 *
Range: High HC
Tempo: 128
Key: C
Low LC
Caller: Dude Sibley
Music: Standard 2/4 — Accordion, Guitar, Piano,
Bass-Guitar, Drums
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop
Comment: A rather unusual musical treatment of
an old English folk song. Dance patterns are
well metered and quite directional.
Rating: S.I.O.

DETROIT
VACATION — CONVENTION —
BUSINESS or just VISITING
WELCOME TO

WORLD'S LARGEST
SQUARE DANCE STORE
Sear AeAulataii

SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES
14600 GRAND RIVER, DETROIT 27, MICH.
Phone VE 8-2296 - VE 8-7033
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CURRENT BEST SELLERS

1

Thirty-five dealers of Square and Round
Dance records in key cities throughout the
United States and Canada were canvassed
to find just what records were selling in
their individual areas. The following lists
were made up from the results of that survey as tabulated in mid-February.

LOCAL DEALERS
in RECORDS and PUBL1CAT ONS
Catering to Square Dancers
COLLINS RADIO & TV
5449 W. 3rd St., Dayton 27
DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., N. Canton 20
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1557 Western Avenue, Toledo 9
ROZ'S WESTERN WEAR
1855 Oakland Park, Columbus 24
STOUFFER ENTERPRISES
7437 Juler Ave., Cincinnati 43
THE HITCHING POST
1043 Portage Trail, Cuyahoga Falls

SINGING CALLS
Wagon Wheel 104
Sugar Coated Baby
Sets in Order 141
Get Me To The Dance
Walking to Kansas City Old Timer 8198
When You Wore a Tulip Hi Hat 302
ROUNDS
Lonesome Two-Step
Fraulein
Pennsylvania Waltz
Hi Lili, Hi Lo
Danke Schoen

Decca 31514
Blue Star 1645
Top 26004
Sets in Order 3139
Decca 31498

* PENNSYLVANIA
HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER
Box 135, North Bend
PETRELLA'S RECORD SHOP
2014 W. Darby Rd., Havertown
RANCHLAND RECORD SHOP
R.D. 3, Mechanicsburg 26
RAY WARD RECORD SERVICE
17 So. 1st St., Bradford 16701

AULD LANG SYNE — Grenn 12059
Key: F

Tempo: 130

Range: High HD

Low LD
Caller: Earl Johnston
Music: Standard 2/4 — Guitar, Piano, Banjo, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — do sa do — circle
half — allemande — weave — do sa do — allemande—promenade. (Figure) Heads lead right,
circle to a line — up and back — right and left
thru — star thru — pass thru — U turn back —
box the gnat — pull by — allemande — do sa
do — corner promenade.
Comment: Music is well played and dance patterns are conventional with excellent timing
but tune just doesn't seem to lend itself to
square dancing. It could be a good dance for
New Years Eve parties and possibly other special events. Rating: *-h

SUGAR TIME — Lore 1055
Tempo: 129
Range: High HB
Key: E flat
Low LB
Caller: Bob Augustin
Music: Western 2:4 — Accordion, Piano, Bass,
Drums, Banjo
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — circle — allemande — partner right — men star left — star
promenade — gents back out, full turn — ladies
chain — promenade. (Figure) Heads will square
thru — split sides to a line — up and back —
pass thru — fold the line — star thru — right
and left thru — circle — allemande — partner
right — allemande — promenade — swing.
Comment: A very good tune and adequate music.
Dance patterns are fast moving and close
timed. It seems to dance a little better at a
slight decrease in speed. Rating: **

SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

*

RHODE ISLAND
RHODY'S WESTERN WEAR
1019 Main St., West Warwick

*

SOUTH DAKOTA
SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
Route 2, Box 15, Rapid City

*

TEXAS
DEVA CHAPMAN RECORDS
3312 Rugged Dr., Dallas 24

*

WASHINGTON
AQUA RECORD SHOP
1230 1/2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 9

*

WISCONSIN
MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee

*

D.C., WASH.
COUNTS WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Ave., Washington 16

Additional Dealers on Previous Pages
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HELLO MY BABY — MacGregor 1008
Key: C & E flat Tempo: 128 Range: High HD
Caller: Bob Van Antwerp Low LA
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Drums,
Bass, Banjo, Guitar
Synopsis: (Break) Corner da so do — pass partner
— swing next — men star left — do sa do same
girl — allemande — do sa do — corner swing
— promenade — swing. (Figure) Heads star
thru — California twirl — corner do sa do
—

eiaht chain thru

—

swing

—

prorne.nadp

—

swing.

Comment: A lively tune and good music. The
dance patterns are conventional and fun to
dance. Call is well metered. Rating: -**

ONE MORE NAIL — MacGregor 1009
Key: D
Tempo: 126
Range: High HG
Caller: Chuck Raley
Low LA
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Guitar, Piano,
Bass, Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Corner do sa do — see saw partner — circle — allemande — forward two for a
thar star — shoot star — pull partner by —
allemande — promenade. (Figure) Heads up
and back — right and left thru — turn a 1/4
more — face sides, circle four — break to a
line — up and back — star thru — square thru
3/4 — allemande — do sa do — corner swing
— promenade.
Comment: Music is standard and the dance patterns are quite acceptable. This tune has had

quite a workout recently and this one will have
rough going.
Rating: *+

SHAKE SHAKE — Top 25071
Range: High HE
Key: E flat
Tempo: 134
Caller: Dick Leger
Low LE
Music: Calypso 2/4 — Piano, Banjo, Guitar, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — chain back —
circle — allemande — do sa do — weave — do
sa do — promenade — swing. (Figure) Heads

cross trail, round one

—

four in line un and

back — pass thru — frontier whirl — circle —
allemande — do sa do — weave — do sa do —
promenade — swing.
Comment: Well played music and a very interesting dance. Callers will have to work on this a
bit to put it over. Recorded quite high. Tenors
will enjoy it, others will have to "fake" the
tune a bit. Rating: **

YOU CAN'T TAKE THE COUNTRY FROM THE BOY
— MacGregor 1010
Key: F
Tempo: 127
Range: High HC
Caller: Bill Ball
Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Banjo, Guitar,
Piano, Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain 3/4 — boys up and
back — star right — allemande — weave — box
the gnat — pull by, allemande — do sa do —
promenade. (Figure) Heads lead right, circle to
a line — pass thru — wheel and deal — double
pass thru — promenade left — sides wheel —

We Owe Our Growth to Your Demand for Quality

Most areas have fine stores to
serve you directly. However, a
free copy of our Portable Showroom and name of your local
supplier is yours for the asking.

Vetnefta
2110 N.W. Miami Court, Miami 37, Florida

A few areas are still open
and inquiries from rated accounts will have nur prompt
attention as to eligibility and

Style IT 36-5
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confinement.
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right and left thru — cross trail — corner swing
— allemande — promenade.
Comment: Conventional music, conventional patterns and standard lyrics all well done. Tune
is not too strong. Rating: -*H-

MY DREAMS ARE GETTING BETTER ALL
THE TIME — Lore 1056
Key: G
Tempo: 138
Range: High HC
Caller: Bob Augustin
Low LB
Music: 4/4 Western — Accordion, Violin, Piano,
Bass, Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — circle — allemande — forward two for a thar star — slip
clutch, allemande — pass one — swing next —
promenade. (Figure) Heads lead right, circle to
a line — up and back — pass thru — cast off 3/4
— right and left thru — star thru — square thru
3/4 — corner swing — promenade.
Comment: Music is quite adequate, the tune selection is excellent. The dance patterns are close
timed and fast moving. The music is played
far too fast for this type of dance but when
slowed down to 126-128 it becomes a very
pleasant singing call. Rating: **.
TRAVELIN' ON — Rockin' A 1310
Key: E
Tempo: 128
Range: High HA
Caller: Paul Childers
Low LB
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Piano, Banjo,
Accordion, Drums, Bass

Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — partner right —
men star left — do sa do — same girl, box the
gnat — pull by — corner swing — allemande
— pass one — swing next — promenade. (Figure) Heads up and back — right and left thru
— square thru 3/4 — U turn back — star thru —
right and left thru — cross trail
U turn back
— swing — four ladies promenade — swing —
promenade.
Comment: This tune is quite monotonous but the
music is acceptable. Conventional dance patterns. The dance lacks excitement. Rating: '+

ROUNDS
EMPEROR WALTZ — Blue Star 1709
Music: The Shannonaires — Organ, Clarinet,
Drums, Saxophone, Piano, Bass
Choreographers: Bryce and Elner Reay
Comment: The music is quite pleasant. The tune
is the same one used about 2 years ago on
another label. This dance will take a little work
to learn as some of the patterns are unusual
but interesting.
Flip side to the above
DON'T LET ME DREAM
Music: The Texans — Guitar, Piano, Accordion,
Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Elmer and Pauline Alford
Comment: Music is adequate. The dance steps are
not difficult and the routine is only 24 measures (4,/4 time) long. No sections are repeated.
—

FOR "HARD TO FIND" RECORDS
We have one of the largest stocks of both new and old
square and round dance records in the U.S.A. We ship
most orders on the same day the order is received.

SPECIAL PRICE ON 78's AND OLD 45's
We just recently acquired a great many old and discontinued numbers on both 78's and 45's. These are
available at special reduced prices. Write for list.
Send 5c stamp for new up-to-date catalogue

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7176
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PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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17th ANNUAL

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SQUARE DANCE CAMP
at the LIGHTED LANTERN
atop Lookout Mountain in Colorado
GENE & EDNA

RAY SMITH

APNFIFI

JULY 12 — AUGUST 9
(Four separate weeks of fun and dance workshops)

JOHNNY LeCLAIR

WALLY SCHULTZ

Staff: Ray Smith, Johnny LeClair, Wally Schultz, Vaughn Parrish, Al Brownlee, Willard Riddell,
Sal Fanara, Ernie Gross, Jon Jones, Gaylon Shull, Bob and Helen Smithwick,
Gene and Edna Arnfield, Charles and Bettye Procter
Only $60.00 per person for a full 7-day week

For further information write Paul J. Kermiet, Rt. 3, Golden, Colorado
LA GOLONDRINA — MacGregor 1007
Music: Frank Messina — Piano, Accordion, Guitar,
Marimba, Clarinet, Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Doris and Scotty Garrett
Comment: Very pleasant music and a smooth flowing waltz routine that experienced dancers
should enjoy.
SHOT GUN ROCK
MacGregor 1007
Music: Frank Messina — Saxophone, Accordion,
Piano, Guitar, Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Maxine and Jim Mork
Comment: A two-step that uses a variety of movements to take advantage of the "boogie"
rhythm of the music. The routine is long with
one short section repeating.

ONE DESIRE
Windsor 4693
Music: Pete Lofthouse Saxophones, Clarinet,
Guitar, Trombone, Trumpet, Piano, Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Luv 'n Johnny Anderson
Comment: Music is well arranged and well played.
The routine is quite long but is not difficult
and several sections are repeated.
—

—

YEARNING
Flip side to the above
Music: Pete Lofthouse — Piano, Saxophones,
Trombone, Vibes, Bass, Guitar, Organ
Choreographers: Julie and Bert Passerello
Comment: Excellent music. The routine is quite
easy but fun to dance.
—

KALOX- &Ica-Longhorn
BEST IN SQUARE & ROUNDS
1).)

Co
NEW ON KALOX
K 1032 HAPPY LIFE Flip/ Instrumental
Caller: Bob Yerington, Muscatine, Iowa
-

FOR THE
DISCRIMINATING
CALLER
WHO DARES
TO BE
DIFFERENT!

KALOX is very proud to present Bob with his first recording
and we believe you will enjoy this one very much. MUSIC
BY THE RHYTHM OUTLAWS.
P.S. DO YOU HAVE THESE TWO HIT RELEASES ON KALOX
44- K-1027: LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA, CALLER:
SINGIN' SAM MITCHELL; AND #- K-1028: WALKING TO
KANSAS CITY, CALLER: BILLY LEWIS.

NEW ON LONGHORN
LH-138 TWO TIMM' BLUES Flip,' Instrumental
Caller: Bill Peters, San Jose, Calif.
LONGHORN RECORDS is very proud to add this very fine
caller, Bill Peters, to their staff and we know you will like
this one. The rhythm is great as only the LONGHORN PLAYBOYS can play it.
Do you have Red Warrick's hit BLUE HAWAII # LH-137?

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR FAVORITE RECORD DEALER
Produced by

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.

316 STARR ST., DALLAS 3, TEXAS),

./.t'
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HOEDOWNS

Ma1221 RECORDS

COON DOG Prairie 2001
Tempo: 134
Key G
Music: (Prairie Hornets) — Multiple Guitars and
Accordion
SQUARE CHORDS
Flip side to the above
Tempo: 132
Key: G
Music: (Prairie Hornets) — Multiple Guitars and
Accordion
Comment: Chord pattern hoedowns. Do not have
Rating:
a strong beat.
—

GIVE THE FIDDLER A DRAM — Rockin' A 1309
Tempo: 132
Key: G
Music: (The Whirlwinds) — Violin, Guitar, Banjo,
Bass-Guitar
BLACK MOUNTAIN RAG
Flip side to the above
Tempo: 128
Key: A
Music: (The Whirlwinds) — Violin, Guitar, Banjo,
Bass-Guitar
Comment: Traditional style hoedowns. Rhythm is
Rating:
steady.
—

"THE RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

LATEST RELEASES:
WW 104 "SUGAR-COATED BABY"
WW 105 "HOOTENANY HOEDOWN"
WW 200 "SMOKE ALONG THE TRACK"
Music by the WAGON-MASTERS
9500 WEST 53rd AVENUE • • • ARVADA, COLORADO

17TH ANNUAL SILVER STATE FESTIVAL

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
RENO, NEVADA
• Friday, May 1

—

• Saturday, May 2
• Sunday, May 3

DEUCES WILD — Hi-Hat 601
Tempo: 128
Key: G
Music: (Gene Garf) — Piano, Drums, Guitar, BassGuitar
PAIR OF KINGS
Flip side to the above
Tempo: 128
Key: C
Music: (Gene Garf) — Piano, Drums, Guitar, BassGuitar
Comment: Clean rhythm pattern hoedowns with
good solid rhythm. For those who like their
hoedowns in the modern style.
Rating: Produced by the Reviewer

Milt Adams, Reno Armory
—

—

Randy Stevens, Reno High School

Ed Looney, Reno High School

ROUND DANCING

By Kay & Forrest Richards
For advance registrations write 1..0:

HELEN LEMMONS, 71 Keystone, Reno, Nevada

—

DANCERS
NAME
TOWN & STATE

ON THE COVER
A number of years ago, thanks to various
square dancers, we accumulated six of these
attractive ceramic figurines. The company producing them evidently has gone out of business
so we've never been able to find the fourth
couple in our set. We do think that they portray the fun and youthful exhilaration of square
dancing.

(Swing Out and Find Adventure,
continued from page 25)
had ever tried such a weekend, we went!
We enjoyed the panel discussions and the
after-parties as much as any of the "seasoned"
dancers. We saw square dance fashions in
clothes from all sections of the country. We
did not voluntarily join any square but we
were urged into squares during the afternoon
SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

SQUARE DANCE BADGES (13/ex 21/2") As pictured .75
in black, white, blue, red, green. All white figures & lettering (except black on white background). Sketches accepted
for special estimates on club badges. Chart mailed on request. Free samples on all our chart designs.
PARTAIN'S JEWELERS, 1005 Peachtree St., N.E.
Atlanta 9, Georgia

"SWING BELOW"
a book on the

CONTRA DANCE
containing interesting descriptions,
instructions and music for

THE BEGINNER
and

THE EXPERT
Price: $1.50 prepaid

ED MOODY
BOX 57 • HOLLIS, NEW HAMPSHIRE
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3RD ANNUAL

SPRING FLING
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
APRIL 24-25-26, 1964
ALSO:
Golfing, Fishing, Boating
Mississippi River Cruises

CAO ILPAIR iE CPA Fe
CI1APITI L
<24 tlipc- Wf RL L)

JERRY HELT

JOHNNY TOTH

M.C. NORM INDVICK

SPONSORED BY THE HAPPY TWIRLERS AND THE
LA CROSSE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Write: FRANK AND MARILYN TILLMAN, 1718 Madison, La Crosse, Wisc.

practice sessions. Several times couples split
up, the wife taking my husband and the man
taking me. This proved very helpful and we
were easily guided thru unfamiliar calls.
A highlight of the weekend was a lecture
by Mrs. Dorothy Shaw, widow of "Puppy.,'
Her words were most inspiring and applied as
much to a good, full life as to smooth square
dancing.
I am definitely not advising everyone who
has just finished 10 lessons to take of for a
national convention the next clay. What

would like to do is correct a fallacy entertained by some who have been square dancing
for several years and never ventured out of
their clubs.
A year has rolled by and now our "horse" is
assuredly out in front of a "cart" loaded with
calls and clothes, eager for another weekend
of square dancing. This time we can know
what to expect as at least resembling "old pros."

JOHNSON TO WINDSOR
Following the passing of H. T. (Doc) Alumbaugh, head of Windsor Records, in January,

0,1 N B 0
LAKE LODGE

COME TO

le

I

BREVARD, NORTH CAROLINA

FOR YOUR SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE VACATION
July 26-Aug. 1 "Rainbow Lake Square and Round Dance Institute"
Aug. 2-8

JIM PEARSON — GEO. CAMPBELL — Squares

Aug. 9-15

JIM & NORIENE PEARSON — Rounds

write Jim — 4534 - 12 Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33713

"DANCIN' DAZE"
Aug. 16-22

RON SCHNEIDER — Squares

Aug. 23-29

IRENE. AND BILL HART - Rounds
write Ron — 5708 Lewis Rd., Olmsted Falls 38, Ohio
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CALLS THE
S 'DARE DANCES

a great new album from LORE !!

U
LP Lore 1001

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
"The records produced on the labels listed herewith are for the promotion of square and
round dancing and there is no restriction on their use, with the following exception.
They may not be reproduced for profit either by taping or other means of reproduction."

BLUE STAR:

ROCKIN A:

1714 — Don't Blame It All On Me
Caller: Andy Andrus, Flip Inst.
1715 — Pretty Girl in a Square Dance Dress
Caller: Vaughn Parrish, Flip Inst.
1716 — City Lights
Caller: Sal Fanara, Flip Inst.
1717 — Take These Chains From My Heart
Caller: Bob Fisk, Flip Inst.
1718 — Biess Them Ali
Caller: Andy Andrus, Flip Inst.
1719 — Blue Moon of Kentucky
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst.

1312 — Take Me Back to Colorado
Caller: Bruce Welsh, Flip Ins;.

LORE:
1056 — Forty Shades of Green
Caller: Dick Kenyon, Flip Inst.
1059 — Moments to Remember
Caller: Bob Augustin, Flip Inst.
1060 — Yankee Doodle Dandy
Caller: Red Bates, Flip Inst.

MUSTANG:
105 — Square Dance March
Caller: Snooky Brasher, Flip Inst.
106 — Take It Off
Caller: Cal Lambert, Flip Inst.

KEENO:
2290 — When You and I Were Young, Maggie
Caller: Harold Bausch, Flip Inst.

BOGAN:
1166 — I Like Your Kind of Love
Caller: Billy Dittemore, Flip Inst.
1167 —Jelly Bean Stompers Ball
Caller: Bob Radford, Flip Inst.

We carry all square and round dance labels — Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Tex.

Phone UN 21011

NEW 1964 CATALOGUE

PATTERNS FOR
SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
SEND 25c

CANADA 35c

Bruce Johnson of Santa Barbara, California, nationally-known square dance caller, accepted
the position of Recording Production Coordinator for the California square dance record firm.
Mrs. Winnie Alumbaugh will continue to carry
on the work so ably supervised by "Doe," in
the best traditions of the square dance recording industry.

For 1st Class Mailino Send 10c extra

MORRIS SEVADA "GROUNDED"
Morris Sevada the exuberant and popular

VEE GEE PATTERN CO.
P.O. BOX 832, DEPT. S

SAN LEANDRO, CALIF. 94577

"NEW" now in

Rainbow $6.95
Gold & Silver $9.95
your Bouffant skirts ...
A triple tiered nylon
lace over two nylon net
underskirts.

VERY, VERY FULL
Matching
Pantalettes
Gold & Silver
$5.95

All bottoms bound ... Postage 50

RHODY'S WESTERN WEAR
1019 Main St., West Warwick, R.I.

NORTH CAROLINA'S 5th ANNUAL

"TAR HEEL SQUARE-UP"
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, APRIL 10th & 11th
HANES RECREATION CENTER
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
Featuring DAVE TAYLOR, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
and RUY CAMP, East Point, Ga.. . . SQUARES
ROUNDS
BLACKIE & DOTTIE HEATWOLE, McClean, Va.
For information write:

J. McBRIDE, 840 Ferrdale Ave.,
Winston-Salem, N.C.

Navajo Indian caller from Parker, Arizona, is
at present recovering from a nasty accident
which took place last December. Morris was
in the Indian Hospital at Parker for several
weeks and was then taken to Phoenix for special surgery.
When the word got around among the square
dancers about the occurrence, cards, letters and
calls came pouring in. Sophie Sevada, Morris'
wife, writes the following letter:
"We wish to extend our sincere thanks and
appreciation to all our friends who have called
and sent 'get well' cards — also to the many
clubs and callers.
"I wish I could thank everyone with a personal written 'note but the calls and cards are
too numerous. Looking forward to seeing you
`all' in the near future.
Square dancingly yours
Sophie Sevada"
Because the loving thoughtfulness and support expressed via the telephone and mailbox
means so much when one is "down:' it is a
good bet that Morris would appreciate hearing
from more of his friends. He can be reached at
Route #1, Box 155, Parker, Arizona. A cheerful message will help to brighten his days,
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PRAIRIE RECORDINGS
NOW PRESENTING FOR MARCH . .. RELEASE DATE MARCH 15th

PR 2002 KANSAS CITY/BARN DOOR
A new hoedown with violin and guitar lead by the "PRAIRIE HORNETS"
these are 4 minutes long as is our first hoedown
PR 2001 COON DOG/SQUARE CHORDS

• • •

HAVE YOU TRIED PR 1002 "GUITAR POLKA" or "FREIGHT TRAIN" PR 1001?
with Al Horn calling

PRAIRIE RECORDINGS
68

1502 ALEXANDER CIRCLE, PUEBLO, COLORADO

SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

A "certified" check in
Green, Turquoise, or
Lavender Dacron & Cotton
with white. The trim on the
V-neck and skirt ruffle is
white with embroidered
designs in matching colors.
Distinctive with the Co-

ordinated Look of Matching
Petticoat and custom made
Pantalettes.
Our Dancing Model
Sherry Smith

Ladies ---$ 8.95
Black & White
Kid

Petticoats $14. 95
Pantalettes $ 8. 95

Men - - -$18.95
Black Kid

Write for complete catalog & ordering Instructions:

113 Walton - Box A

College Station, Texas

+t+
2M2LIMIL
A basic is a necessary movement with a short, clear call that
cannot otherwise be given descriptively in the time needed.
The call should not 110 con fused with the sound of other calls.
The movement itself should not be one that could be called just
as well with existing basics. The movement should be smoothflowing (not erratic or awkward) and should lend itself to rapid
teaching. Last, to be considered a basic, a movement must prove
its ability to withstand the test of time through continued usage.
are constantly on the lookout for new ideas and
possibilities with experimental movements. From a workshop in Nottingham, England, caller Jim Lees has come up with this variation of a
Wheel and Deal. In essence, it starts from lines of four then shuffles
people slightly and reverses the direction. For those of you who wanted
drawings tossed in once again, in preference to pictures, here you are.

O

UR FRIENDS OVERSEAS

SPREAD THE WHEEL
By Jim Lees, Nottingham, England
Called from a line of four dancers, the right hand couple will do a regular
left face wheel with the inside person holding the pivot. As soon as their
direction has been reversed the same two dancers will move slightly apart.
At the same time, the couple on the left will move forward and wheel right
until they are behind the couple. Then they will step forward, in between
the other couple, to make a line of four.

WZ
I
4
11
VII

In the four diagrams shown here the two couples start in a line of four,
all facing in the same direction (1). As in Wheel and Deal, the couple
on the left moves slightly forward and begins a 180 deg. clockwise turn.
At the same time, the couple on the right starts a 180 deg. counter-clockwise turn (2). The right hand couple, instead of stopping as they might
for Wheel and Deal, separates slightly, while the left hand couple comes
in behind them (3), and moves in between them to form a line of four
(4). We have no drills with this one but you might try making up several for yourself.
Remember, the purpose of this Experimental Lab is to present material that needs further study before being put into general usage. The
small workshop groups are best suited for this purpose.

SECOND MOHAWK VALLEY SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
FEATURING

ED GILMORE
CURLEY CUSTER
DICK JONES

TOM & BETTYE JAYNE
JOHNSTON

SATURDAY, APRIL 25, 1964 — NOON TO MIDNIGHT
Also a Pre-festival Dance, Friday Eve (April 24), 8-7 7 with fine Area Callers
MOHAWK VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE, UTICA, NEW YORK
MR. KENNETH GUYRE
For ticket and/or brochure
$5.00 per couple
122 ROOSEVELT AVE.
(after April 1 — $7.50)
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LIVERPOOL, NEW YORK

SETS in ORDER, MARCH, '64

BOYNE NIT.SQUARANIA
AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING SQUARE DANCE VACATION
IF YOU LIKE LUXURY YOU'LL LOVE BOYNE
Fantastically Luxurious — Completely Air Conditioned — Greatest Staff Ever

Meals for the Royalty of Square Dancing

OUR 1964 SCHEDULE HAS EXPANDED TO
FIRST WEEK

SECOND WEEK

JUNE 28-JULY 3

JULY 5-10

JOHNNY LE CLAIR
DAVE TAYLOR
JERRY HAAG
STAPLETONS

6 GREAT WEEKS

MAX FORSYTH
DAVE TAYLOR
WALLY SCHULTZ
STAPLETONS

THIRD WEEK

JULY 12-17
BRUCE JOHNSON
BOB PAGE
JOHNNY ROTH
STAPLETONS

FOURTH WEEK

FIFTH WEEK

SIXTH WEEK

JULY 19-24

JULY 26-31

AUGUST 23-28

JOHNNY DAVIS
DAVE TAYLOR
JACK MAY
WILEYS

RONNIE SCHNEIDER
SINGIN SAM MITCHELL
JOHN HENDRON
NORTONS

* ATTENTION ALL CALLERS
The Third Week will also feature the most extensive
CALLERS' COLLEGE ever . . . with
WILLARD ORLICH
BRUCE JOHNSON
BOB PAGE

—

—

—

World's Greatest Square Dance Choreographer
Outstanding Caller & Authority on Music

Outstanding Caller & Workshop Editor
for Sets in Order Square Dancing Magazine

LEE HELSEL
BOB FISK
DAVE TAYLOR
BILLARDS

Don't Delay
WRITE

SQUARAMA
BOX 5183
GROSSE POINTE 36,
MICHIGAN

"All right! So he's a dog —who's going to know if he sticks to recording7
AT YOUR DEALER

ROUND DANCES ... Easy Two-Step Routines ... Terrific Music
"C'EST MAGNIFIQUE" by Phyl and Frank Lehnert and
"HILLBILLY TWO-STEP" by Lorraine Hurtado and Delia Olds ... HI-HAT #801
Called by ivied Olds . . . "YELL9W ROSE OF TEXAS" . . HI-HAT T1104
SINGING CALL ... Lively Dance . .. Traditional Tune .. . Flip Instrumental

HI

HAT

PRODUCED BY

DANCE
RECORDS

MERL OLDS
11231/2 NO. SWEETZER
LOS ANGELES 69, CALIF.

